
LNG NUMBE

rae

Million, ThbUsand Units-

A A

3

z

iii

ke it easier to read numerals foll* large numbers, t

es of the digits,'the -Place-value napie and the peried -name

are used.:'- To read the numeral in the table above begin with:tht_

period on the left-. ,Read the digit or digits in the first perio

s one mineral', followed by the name of the period., as -"one--

Ilion

"then :read the second group of di

by thenameHof the period, as "two h

its as one nmers14 followed

died seventy - four .thousand ".

w:read-the third group of digits as, one numeral without

tps period name,- as "three hundred sixty -fivc".
- .

The complete numeral is read, "one million,utwo hundred

verity thousand three hundred sixty-five"

e,

2



In what place -each di i writ in in the numeral 1,274 365?

How many ccailmas were used in writing- this ntlera.1?
Why_ispach_period_Sepaviktted by a comma?

lain ho-w-to place the commas to help you read a numera

ad each of the folllawing ntunex'al 8.

.-70$62.,419 18,7'1 5,4110,103

275,002 9,030,210 4,564,300



fifitfirr
'fi.2 r fififi

1 g

1. What number is repre

below? -

a

b

Exercise_ Set

ented by 'the symbol -in each numeral

6,3,71,524

9,47.

the deCimal numeral tor each tf these.,

Six- thousand, :nine hundred thirty-seven

Nine hundred eight thousand, thirte

Four_ hundred thirty thousand, nine hundred nine y--nine-

Eight million,- three hundred five thousand, two hundred

f if ti-f our

Two billion, eight hundred twenty thousand one

fi

Write the. name of each numeral in Eke roIse 1.

Eraintwisters _

Write the Acimal numeral for each. of these-

a) TWenty-two*Million,- our hundred seven. -thous three

.
. 4

hundred sixty -one

Seven hundred thirty-six million, five hundred

twenty -five thousand two hundred thirteen

Three hundred million, forty thousand six ,

b)

Write "the largest possible' nine-place decimal" numeral using

the digits and just once; and as zeros as



---E(PANDED-NOTATI-ON,:-

To better understand a number, e learned

represented by each di,Eit, th
4 ^7-

we 16arned 352

adU the

uietal 'tha bet-a For

Since 300 means

`50 means 5 tens hich can be '1.411

be thought- of as 300 + 50 + 2.--

undreds we can write it as
en .as'(5 'X 10).

can be written as x. Writing 352 as

x. 100

ones

x,100)_+ <5 _x.10 2 x 1) palled expanded notation.

Look at the numeraie in the chart below. Place values are

:written at the _top of the chart. Use the chart to help you

how these niimerals are wribte in expanded notation.

00000000 0 0 0
0 0 0 1-1

a 1-10 M

00H

2 3'

4 3 15

4 x 1000 x.100 X 1O).

2 x 10,000) + (3 .x 1,000) + (5 x 100)
8 x 10) 1-- (?+x 1.)

(6 x 100,000) + (2 x 10,000) (8 x 1 000)
(7 x 100) + (3 x 10)- -1 (9 x 1)

(7 x:-1,000,000) + (9 x 000)
(4 x 10,0001 + (3 x 1,000) + (2 x 100
(1 x 10 ) + (5x 1)

mz=4-



. 1'. Wr

%ikk-----
raise Set!a,

e thb decimal numeral for Ltch of these followi

expanded-notation.

8,134'

4236_

14492:

Write the deo-

2,591,622

49,525

835,731

numeral Tcrrdach of these:

(it X'1,000)_+ v-(2- x x :10)-4- ( 3x 1),

x 1,;000) - (8 x:100) ; x 10i (7 x

10,000)* (2,x 1,000) + (9 X 100)+ (6,_x 10)

x1)

(9 x 10,000)',+(3 4000) (7 x 4 x

(8 x:100,00)` 1+, (1 x IQ 0 ) + 6 x:1;000)-+ (5 x 160)

(9 x 10)i-

Write the .decimal numeral for each of

at this-exercise.

a?' (6' x 10) A, x 100) +. (5 x 1)

b) (4.x 100) + (1x 1,000) I-17 x1

(6 x ) + ( 4 x 1;000 + (2

d) , ( x-10,000) /0)

+ (7 x 1,000)

(8-x 1,000) +

km- (6 x 100)



PTER. ,:F11P_In- the blanks

Sentennes are triteii
x (6-

= i,478

(9-X 1;p00

19,588-

,19 x
3100,000 = 261,897

ar:

--;boo ) 4 x-1

+ 8 X ]p0) x 10;00Q)

X10
k20

,-t



ING LARG

are p1s8 's

e named.

:25,000 =' 2- ten 'thousands + 57 thougocts;

25,000,.= 25 thousands

25,000 25,000 ones-,

25,000 =_ -dreds-

00 = -5

426 ands + 2. ten th
hundreds + 1

426,315 42 ten thOusands + 6 thouSapds
4.

ten + ones

426,315 =-426 thousands + 3 hundreds + 1 ter

426,315 c 425 -thousands + 13 hundreds + 15 ones

426, 315 400, 000 + 20,000 + 6 000 + 300 +-10 I 5



Ete r e

4 t

e our-dirreeent names .f oi e
,

1),1 '651

.

4
F e

ite theLdecima1 nUMeral, or .each- off` e
c

Twelve., thou_sands . e hu redS: + n venteeh ones

Thirty-eight;ten ho sand + eight th ousands t C,'
.

ens t__tvi:p:pn.O.,

Four ten thousands twenty-eight hundreds -I-'

a fifty -three once--

Write each of the Tolfolling aP

a)

46 hundreds 2 ten
,

16 thousands .4- 12

29 ten ious snds 4 rt. thousands +.73

answers in Exercise- 3 in eicpanded notation.
v

4114't
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DEG AN7.8 -5; R. RATIONAL NUMBERS

3c

Isr
.

----

hRve_le dd how_to name rational n bens u symbols

Bitch à 'an 11 collet actions. When a fraction has

trI00T-as _ht

7i WE

10 .1001 ?

C ip write its name..

e belOW.shoWs how ire can extend the idla-of,nlace-

o the'right or the °nestplace. Using thip idea we can
. . .

7 .

dtionalLnambers like d..._
.

in a way..._ _ __10 __

a

0

co
.c
43
Ts
43., 1'

1:

Ar
amTh- name .7 and tie name 17-re,5' ate, for the same

..at umber. Bdth names are read in the same way: "seven--

e name- .53-
4
and the name are names for _ e same-100

ional nuniber Both names are read in the same way

ee. hundredths

1

10



ea 111 a and are aaIled fracfractions, es like
00 T

-;53 are new-examiblea of -decimal numbea . We will

-shorten-"decimal-numeral" to-- "decimal ":..

7 -is written in the

is ten' in the tenths' place

. -
the hundredths t place.

acid the
.

7- arid
. 10

names for the y same -

Which name is/4 decimal?

Which name is a fnaction?

53 and .53 names for the same number?
100

.Which name is a decimal?

Which name is a., fraction?

number?-
w.

Are d (:)3 names for the same number?

-Check your anuwer by writing each name as a fraction.

. 1 Are ;7 and .70 names - fo'r the same numb pr'?

Check your answer by writing each -as a fraction,

2,
11



Exercise

-name each of these as a decimal.

e
1

10 100
8 4 2 -ao
10 loo 10 '.100

2. gename each of these as a fraction-.

.151 .9 el o5

Copy and finiski._the f oll©w.ng counting

-decimals.

-0

-using

.01 .02

11 .12 18

.0

0

.21

.44

6

.77

. ,

Look at_the de imala n_the_last:column_of the chart you
= .-

J.

_st completed: (40, .20, .30-etdi. Each of these
r

decimals may be replaced,by another deo a1. (ForexaMple,

is another name for .10.) To the right the chart,

write another decimal. foreach decimal ini.,the last column.=



4 - -

_ _

vmle Peead4 of these.
620,

:24, .30, s
.90,5 .80, , .7o, .

.75, ,65,
60,

ite T if e hematical sentence is true. Write F

it false,

7 < ..72
23
1I-75 > "'J

4
51,L .05

-T70-6 100

.54

P.8

,65

BRAINTIqSTERS,

de

rename as a decimal? Van we rename as ,a

an if -1`irst we are able to rename it as .0,.fraction

h-----a-denominator -of 00.

We can rename as We can rename as' the decimal,

ai
Also, we can rename.

the decimal

as To. So

Now, rename -each of these as a decimal.

we can rename,

5

24



A

We have leted- t th t*,ahOu

hundredths. We alap-knOWShat

a decirhal 1 e as.

lace and the 3 is in the hundredths' place.

to 'rate.

This s-gives us

73 tenths and 3 hundredths.

= enthS and hundredths.

3

tenths 4nd- 2 'hundredth- *=

tenths and 6 hundredths =

`T,11:tha a -a.waY,

1k

25



Finksh- each of- `these e--

. a) _;.g9 = tenths and hundredths

b
_ _

.55 = tenths and hundredthS.

tenths and

tenths and

tenths and

hundredths and

hundredths .

hundredtha.

hundredths.

tenths.

2. Write =tie decimal f©r each of these.

a) 5 tenths and 7 hundrsdths
ae

b) _tenths_tenth6 -end.- hundredths '=

c.) I tenth and, 6 huparociths

d 2 tenths and._ 0 hundredths =

r) 0 tenths and .4 hundredths = .

f) 5 hundredths- and tenths



',-legerntd
_

how p extend place-value for decimals'

thaueindthe place

JIB Athat we have learned, let.Us extend

-'he: lace to the r = ht Thi

4`..

r
I Ii,1 j

COg
.I.,
Ti

6
.0 rn

0 -P
0 C

..
= v

.4- 2 1

e.-name .421 and the name are names for the same

rational number.= Both names are read'ati faur hundred twenty

-one thousandths

,in .421 the 4 As written. in the tenths' place, Vhe 2 .

-isiwritten in the-hundredths' place and the 1,41,As written4n_l;

the thousandths' place.

421
1. Are 1000

.421 names for the e-saute"

a. Which name is a decimal?

b. Which name is . "a fraction.



oh- _ ,largedt, ,
.02, or .002? Check your

r ".rtion.-we- by- i f

.200 allAjames for the_same

ti6 1 bar our_ wer.....by_wr each

action.
n

other-Wal'r to think, about and name .421

hal redthsrand '1 thous- _dth.

he same way,

,-=tenths and .hundredtbs.,

thousandths.

Finish each of these.

r.138 tenth and hundredths and thousandths:-_

_ And hundredths and thousandths

.306 = tenths end hundredths and .1.1ousaridths.

.3 ?4 m hundredths and thousandths.

.0_ ilm tenths and ndredths and



4,

c de Se

htseas a 'fraction._

.62 .729 ` .0
,

themathe
3

ieal sentence

e ) 'lot /4-.952

I') 79 1070
8

3)= 1000

h) .072 < .72

Arrange the three numbers in each group in order Qf size;

Name'the smallest number first in each case.,

a) .003

b) .37 .037

.42

.5b6

--;03------



.I

-7t5ettditistria th and

tenths.

..519

tenths and

thousandths.

tenths -and

thousandths.

hundredths and

hundredth and

thousandths and _hundredths and

;-,

.

tenths.

tenths and hundredths and

thousandths.

Wiitethe decimal for each of these.

a) 5 thousandth6 and 3 hundredths and 4 .tenths =

d)

thousandths; and 2 hundredths and,

-6 thousandths and II- hundredths and 8 tenths
tenths = tt 117,

5 \tenths and 0 '-hundredths and 5 thousandths

thousandths and -.2_ hundredths and 0 tenths

It It q



,_numbers which. a

xibers: -e eadyalr fraction names for:someo

11
ese..:numbar names, 135,-_77p or, -;3 op

"'Va7defi6Mibiitorac.ibTeRriii4'1: fe-- o-r---"Ititr-ii-riiiiiiiialieib_ e

end decimal names for them and f r numbers like them.

ght -begin by thinking of counting "by' tenths,

The nizmber line-below shows counting by tenths with

-decimalwand-:with-fractions We -need decimal _numerals to _-

decimals ,0 A .5 .6 .7 .8 .9

fractions
4 6 9 7 11 9 10 II 12 13 14.619 II II 19 20

0 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 T6 10 TO WI 1B IQ 76 17:1

1'1
Q

tenths.= one and one tenth.

We express this as a decimal numeral by writing 1.1. The

numeral' 1 'on-the left .stands for 1 one, The numeral,

,

on the 'right stands' for 1 tenth.

pae-thIS idds tb-dOpy and-odmpiete the-number-line,
.

,oho above. When we are oinking in tenths we

_ usually write 1.0 (one and 0 tenths) instead ofs,

---1-7-M--2.0--11ptesd-of 2.



4kuutredIgl-

edth
u

tu4e.2,telths'!, and 1.25

hundredths ".:, The chart below'

ru o- read and interpret- other decimals.
, ....

,-,,

,..: 0
_6 . -3 4= 5

e4reid:; wenty,,- six, and., three.. hundred,

dths_ 'In read, a 4cimal yid.; ,digits on

herw.-side-of -Atie-depicnikl--imint, -the- decimal- point is rea --

S

ead each of the following.

al ?Ip8.45

)3 2634:5

2:6345-

,Sometimes_ajcind cif :numeral is used which combin s

decimals and fractidns. The numeral 1 is an, ex le.
it names one and three tenths or 1.3 (decimal) or

(-fractIon) Such a numeral is4 called a mixed form.
c.

t. is a: -decd name for this n umber?



etr

eilt-:nitilbei! in each ci

1-92 35.405

21.. 2 45.5

2.22 45.05

y and complete, each, of these.

7.5 - 8.0

- =

b) 3.40 3.30

d) 4.75 4.80
=

.

9.0

=761ERZ3 0.111s.C=,=

.Write_thee_e_as decimals. _. 1_J X

3 64. 12 n, 15 32 148 52

4. Write a mixed form name for each of these .

22..A 72.15 113. 047 459.003 78.39

Tell the number represented by each numera3. 3.

11-the -number represented by each numeral_ 5.

bl 71. 03 421.36



o e 611, of these .

b, edthe-
-

OUsaridiha

edtha

edths

ousandths

enths'

0 eald 5 hundredths

hundredths

thousandths

d 2--tenths-



this chapter, you--re viewedigrouping

This the idea behind-ourde

e.--11511Y
,

here, ways is grouping in sets Of five. This

is oflv-nutheral sySiem based on grouping by:

':---Here= is-a picture ofJ a -set-of- thirteen7,X!
r:

This set can begrouped into 2 Bets of

five and '3 ones. We shorten this to

read PtYko three") to naMe the, nu dber ,of

Xis in the set. The set cBn alsoclbez
A

- into 1 set of ten and ones. We ;shorten

this o 13 to get -our ortilinary_fieoimal

numeral. To shpw that 23 comes from

grouping by fives and not'by tens we wil

write the word "five" to the right and

We cell 23 a base five -name
_

How would you-write the base five humeral?

would you read this base ve.h



P -e o -X s Group in fives and answe

tiroic 0 '':ea.Ch''set';

ive_ are

ny-OnWremalm?
_

ou14,you write the 'base five numeral

five and 4 ones 14five

-twelve X!s

--nineteen

c) four Vs

d )- - twenty-three

a picture' that will represent X's for

30', five

42
Tkire

c) ikfive

d) 10five

the largest number with a base five numeral

dig1

J

Name, in base five, the number which will come just' ber9re.

- each of these numbers.

el' kfiv
b) 20iv

e

4

r

sr

ye
40
five

11 4



em?sys e he- .namedned 99 is.the-aarg_e_

,

se:fiire'syetem, the number named, 44(five

a.tWO-place numeral, This ilitlbeeaue9 4 is one(

ahown-_in _the -ding amebelow.

Notation

4 fives and 4 -ones 44
five

There is no two-place symbol in our base ten system,to

-mean ten,tens. We give ten tens the name, 1 hundred.' We

numera_ _ .

of

,. r a. Ha A s a

Wien we are thinking in five we think of Ige'gro

of fide as 1 group of five fives. We can use the name wenty--
five:for five,fives.

would the' xase five' numeral for five fives or

five be written? -1

wentyT



E14

eiosr mod., them, in fives and 'five .fives. -

`base five notation.--

MO,C100thirlt-_

COO '-';mod

X3p0pC,DC,Cf

ompAete-ithe
_

fives and

14' mane twenty-41v- d fives

and ones.

.104five_means minty -fives

ones.

Ifethe babe -rilYe numeral for the number that is -one

.1 4 4 61Ya, 4414 44.0M

er han each of ese.

a) .4ffve

44,441,44444.4,4L4 A

c) 43five 144
five

. .

1132fiv

Ilr'i e these numbers in base five notation.
a) The number of this page in this book

b TI-Le,*gmber of cookies in If ,dozem

1be.tcital.711sumber% of pages in this chapter

fide



,:

rf--f

. _

_

VeT.,-. -_

_

,, P n,

e _

eral
.

-e .,-, li-
. ' _, .

'7.--

_........_
I

110000=C0
.

v' a
,

,
_ate+

-

_7.7,1 ,
r

s _

.- T

_ ,

. i

_ ..

9

MCMCCCIOCX-

. '--.
,

rA

,Study-the-chart-above.

What does the numeral

and_ ,22 X _

Wh

What does- he-numera1-
t

331j
ve

and 18

Wby a0- 14iive and 34

or_the,same,number?,

es:for t4",salne-number?
c

es'for the same 'number?

4

9,
"



p ,-0361618110- ow We'may-

, apeiten-numeral.',



`Sp far, When we have-written numerals

the'place-values-that.are shown above.

the next pla will

or numerals we will be using right netr, the only place

values we v 11 work with are twenty-fives, fives, and ones.

Suppose_WeLwant took_ e _111 to_a_base_fiVe_numeral

BrAiw many groups of twenty -five, are there in 111?

is the remainder?

Write themathematical sentence for this- division procees.

d how many' es there' are. in .11.-mater _

itp the mathematic_ ntence for this di ion prose

th mathematical sentences togetherin a mathtmatical

sentence which shows how 111 can be grouped by fives arid.

twenty-fives.

What is the base five numeral for -'1W1?

Try changing the following base ten.31umb_ is to base five

numerals.- in each part write the iiiAtiimatica1 sentence which

shows why

12

our answer is correct.

b) 44 52



_

1-Exercise Set 10

Draw a set of 21five, X's. Separate- these " Xis

groups of ten. How many Vs are there Z.: Write your

answer ai a base ten numeral,

Draw_ ". -a., set- of if 13,4five Xis. --Separate these Xis into

groups of ten. How many Xis 'are there? Write your

answer-as a- base ten numeral*

nga.,the following baae ten n

'numerals.

Change the following

0.; numerate.



WO use so e-jgroupink of five in .our everyday life.

11 :look t our sy of money. Suppose we have. .34 cents.

1r we use only quar ere:, nickels, and pennies and the fewest

coins,'we have one quarter, one nickel, and four pennies; 'HOW

Exercise Set 11

Separate the -f011owing amounts of Monty iptoqua

nickels, and cents. Use the Smallest number of coins.

How much.

money?

-14-cents

les:

cents

How Ymany How many- Esse%five-

nickels? pennies? notation

ive_

ve



INKING' ABOUT NUMBERS IN OMER BAS

Exerci Set 12

Copy amplete this

'Arrange. in How many How many

groups or groups? remain?
Notati=

pie:-

three

four

X X X, X:
seven

C `Lc ci -x
-

X X X X X

X eight
X X-

threE



lierawa set of 20: objects. Separate these objects int
-six

groups of ten. How many objects are there ?. Write your

answer in base ten notation.

10. Draw a set of 34 ob seta. Separate these objects
seven

into-groups of ten. .11Ow many objects are:there?

your answer in baSe ten notation.

Write

11. Each mathematical sentence below shows how to change a

decimal numeral into a numeral in

that numeral in the blank as shown in' a).

another bast.

21

21

51:

= 16)

= 111f6iir

4-

+

(1: x 4)

x 6(1 x 36)

1.

2

Write

26 (1 'x 16) x8

26 .



PLACE VALUE IN OTHER BASES.
e'

Haar 8 e Set 13

Copy this chart. Write the numeral he first twenty-four
'counting numbers using base eight, base six, base three, and
base tour.

.

Bain Ten Base Eigh se Six Eu e- zee e-FOU

12
13
k

15

-17

8
1

20
2
2
2
2k

46



Exercise Set 111_

Complete the table.

e Ten Numeral ixteens Fours Base-Four Nuer

1

-59
Base Ten Numera irty-sixes Sixes Ones Base Six Mineral

4
0

215

e_lbn_Numeral_ Nines es- as Three Numeral

26

2

--.,TerTNUmeral;. Forty-nines Sevens ties Base Seven Numeral

6 4

290

e:TenNumeral Twenty=. -ve

46
Fives,: -se Five Numeral-

103

89
Base' Numeral Silty - i.ghts e Efght.NUmeral-

1

8o
54



F.3

Exercise:-

Fill in blanks as shown in the

"five
a) 'k361four

6seven

8nins
e) 399six

The numeral'

The numeral

The numeral

The numeral

The numeral

The numeral

example.
.

ands for 4 . five

6

8

Change'these -numerals into base ten numerals as.shoi

2 x 5) + 3 ,18nine

= 10 + 3.

= 13.

his counting chart.

ve --r33

Be seven

6 four

6
-seven

our

37,



rmr-

In what base are we counting?

a) 1, 2, 3/ 4,10 11, 12,

14, 15, 16, 205 21, _2 23', .24.0-250 26;-- 0,

1, 2; 3, Uvla 12, 20, 21, 22,-

d) .11 -12, 20 21 22 -100, 101 -102,'110,

Copy -the work below. Use the "greater than, mless t n,
- _

"equals" -signto complete-A.true mathematical sentence:

21.21. 102five three'

114seven 54nine

eight

211three four

223ivereight-

A place value system of numration has twenty digi
-

at i.s the base?

Count by tens in base five from 20 to 400 .

five. five

Are these_odd o

a) * 1three

e)

1three

-hree.

even numbers?

a)

r)

49

111three

11three

10th
ree



DITWISPERS

Con and fill in the blanks.
3 ---severt_

b 14 'eight --three

nine

--four
fiVe

sentences?

: our four- -- -roUr

c) -25-sight: -ieight. sigh

Sete_ a base hree system_ used _the symbol_ A for the

number zero, B for one, and C for two In this

numeral- system, count from .zero through ten.

12. Vie, .each: of the following to decimal nun erals
CBA

'39

ABC



think of two numbers, fo jexample

5. tiplication to get a phird number, 20.

We *.ite,this

4 and

is cal-led--a--factor of-- 20.-

5 i8 called a factor°
2 ,i caned the product, of

If we use the name _x 5., for 20-,

20 as a product of twa:Sactors. Sometimea.wi7'

4 x 5 a product expression for 20

multiplication sentence

x 5

says tha

the product of%1) 2

It also, a that

2 is a -factor of 30, and 3 is a fa
end 5 is a factor of 30.

A. product sign for 30 is 2 x



Exercise :Set, 1-t
". '

ee dif ereptilAmes gar each of

number's: Use producX expreSei0110.)

the following

ten tmentyone.

sixteen

Copythe following. statements and fill in the blanks.

5--is-a-factor of 15 because 1

b. 15 = 5 x 3 shows that is another ac,tor

or 15:

_be-Product of 6 aiid

a actor ofevery.ntmber:1

Every- number giedter than- 1--4as.zat_1e

different, factors.

How-many different arrays

a. 10 objects?

b. 20 objects?

e. formed with

.

List the number of rows and oltlinnsn" array.

emember that the number of rows .1.a'alyzays named

-4



'Oise Set. 2

xprese the follawiil uilibera

Find three differpht way

prqduc Actors.

a. -24,1 ;

b

or

Write the de -humeral for each p

x 9a. 6-x 9 -

b. 7x'6 g. 6

-1,-- h. .9-x 8-.
.L

I . ix =

fj. 6 x 6

Complete each mathe

statement,

atical aehtence below to

63

as'a product

.factors in every possiblel-yayk.

a. 12 ,(There ar 6 -way6.)

-b. 35 (There way

There are 8

d. le (There are 6

45 (There are 6

24 (There a.ve 8

-ways.)

ways.)

ways.)-

ways.

, .OW



_ =-
TESTING NUMBERS AS FACTORS

Is 3 -a factor of 57? Is

)q Using- division (Method .4.

10 10

1.9 x 3
= = r

3 'is a facto] 57 is not a factor or 37.,

Here is another method we May use to see lf one number is p

facter
e
of --another (Method EV

Therefore (9

Since 4 : i less

iS divided by

,factor

I -Itribw:

a ,factor of 67?:

7`= 63 k.

6 -}-,4 -7- 6

than

7. . shows that 7 is not.ia

7, the remainder when



YIe

t of 81?

a factor of 52?

a4actor, of_

e. Method B to ansTeter each of these. Write your answer
,

a 'complete sentence.

,1$77_,.a.. factor_ of 5

s 9 for of 75?
is -8 it eactor of 56?

Use either -Method A . or Method

your answer in a, complete sentence..

a. Ia 3
_
a factor of

b. Is 9 facto

a. Is 6 a factor 6f

5i?

138?

73?

d. Is 7 a factor of 217?

IS a factor (3f 94?

answerr these . Write 4



T.

2 x 15 = 30, inTe can get

2.x (3 x 5) = X),
r.-4 4, -

_ooiative property also-shows us how,to get

6 x 5 .30

-"---- -(2 -X- S) x 30--

2 >e (3 x-5) 7 30

;

(Associative -grope

2x l5= 30.

. if we shpw no grouping and just write

2 X 3 x 5= 30,

clearly-that .2) 3,- and -are factois-o
,t

IW thinking of both groupings, we sae that

and are alsolctors-of 30, :because-we-get

Writing the:'produ

withouttyirentheses

writing all possible

when we want to

2 x15 = 30 if- and

6:;X..5-. 30.

expression of 3 ..or more factors

an- give us as iixuch inforlationj.as

grOppings. We will use parentheses

show particular. groupings.

!P!



0 24,x 32 = 7.6 hen We know that

32'x 24. 6

©= 2 x 3 x 5, then we ?also know

,2 x 5 x 3,
0 = x 2 x 3,

30 = 3 x 2 x.5,
80 = 3 x 5x 2,

Any one of ;these ways of expressing 30 as a
prificiiiatThr-tlifee fadtbrs tells us that. ;2, 3, and 5

are factors of 30. When we know one way, we can 11.st

All ---sik; -but we will- find nothin& ne

A- I'

five ways.
_

Prom now on in

of writing a product expiiession are different ways

unless they show a different set of factors._



SSIONS FOR'THE'SAME NUMBER

. :

_

eJire two different to express

duct-of two factors. We the factors

-6Lm:

6 2 X 3.

There \a re five different ways to

30, are 5,

Using these factors, name the

ors. '2hp fac-tors_of----

5 different _ways.



p, "depend upon-the wo_we write the

We-writ-e- 60 2 x X 10, we wili.

-rent set of:factors:
_

6o x 6,x 5.
'The factors are:

-2, given

6Igiven
.5 (given

-12--

2 x

1. is a factor because

30- -(6-x-5

is a factor of ever
7-6o -is a-factor 'because every umber has itself-for-a-faetor.-

If 60 - 2 x 3 x 10,
the factors are:

1, 2, 3, 6, 10, 20,

If 60 2 x 6_x

the 'raptor

2, 5, 6, 10,, 12, 30, 60
.,



he number as a product -of hree-ractor

1S12, 1 x 4 x
.

`i` 9 sx, 2

stte

.or
1-12"=

2 x 2
e. 18

f. 36 '6

x-9-

wo different product expressions for'each of these
Use three ;factors in each product
"ach,pro expression to find__as_.,

ber--aa-you-

expression.

many_ different_

wers; 2 x x 3 a ind: 2, 3
12 m- 1 x 2 x- 6 Factors we can find: 1,- 2,

18

36

exercise,, when we used 12 - x 2'x 3, we find that
,

1 in 9ur list we have all F:if the factors of 12.if We

true for each of-the product, expressions



-4-, P.,,

San me:express.= a_ number

n all `Way-6?' We SO

0 a factors.

S4ra , z1/2' _ the number as

ind two di

+=,

ea found
.: ,.. 1---,

12 - 1, x 12 !-',1.-x 1' and
,'-`--'-
':x, 2 (already foun4)

. -.I .X' (already 'TO'
m---

. .

:foam fair Af_i:ereli, ..war ;.

r =

Use i 6 method shown

--xpress these

_b Ind as many war
_ .

-; ---
umbers- as products of three faStor

-



I 1 9t- tnV

.1+- +,1 --- -, - , .
+. 1 1

,.

---_,:._; -*--- :.

'
:4,:' ..t.-.... S'Y'-r-'1,,,

-

4,-k... A_,,,, -ITS010-ti '..; ' e ,- % - ..-' ' - ".- ",
- E "- , , , ,..iL i

,-,

1,,,,, "-"';- ,-':-.:',.41c7,12;-:,:,'--'- '--

Us naz:el.:- -aa a_ ap or in a_ product expression,
1,,1, 1,11sIfyRkt,0,41,,,-

dOnit:,10-1_, ow about the factors: -:

--the,nunibar.'_ ',Vor example:
I. 3,

air tt°;. tartt 4Y-:1-1-1'=--tfrilid'-:=A5';----ar-erti`ltiiittilii'aft-tm'T-t'f=!,.7-:

nee every number 'has as factors, ,,-', _,-;i:,

,
7--:='--.7-,, itself i -pl. 1., Writing ,15 iz, 1 x 15 te- is

_.. , -, us nothinemOre about the factors of 15. ,' 6,
.-`

,ef,iri,u . ;1. . - , - .. 1 , k'4 , ,

r -%

.b.--.--ir-Lwe--write -12_.= 4 x3 x 1, we know c- ,' -- ---
. ,

no more about the factors of 12- than

r.+7

, r

, if i12 4 x 3
c. if we write 9 x 4 x 1 --or

36 mi 1 x 11. x 1 x 9, we Itnow no more

about.the factors of '36 than if we..
' 6`p 4 :"x

.

----Becatise of- this, 7wkieh.we want-to-know more_

the factors of a number, we)look for factors greater than.
fres1- but lees than the numbs*: itself.



.43

"-z

=i".3-,W33

_
3-3.= 3-3.34''',"3 +-=3 =

=

3

°
e'47.1*-=3 2-

düra -wh1ch:.,chews.faaters, of-ia

aook let :the_ n .ber 24. , We can give
- *

ali_i!efth'it'vio--factor,s- (each one- greater than.'
.0; Vrt

24 6 2 x 12
= 3

2 4 4 x 6
clop, product exprecEgons can be pictured by "fa1

.33

.33-7 -3.3-3..
-==

`-'1iJ`tor trees 33

24 6.3 x
24 24 r,

1%11'+ 3

7- 3 S

ter7 -

We _can ,picture each productexpreasion UBt
_

4`,33P'"

each. > by using the

24

5, ,2,

2, x -2,

2 x

2 x

-1
.=

2- 2 x .12
'I A.2x 3x 4

A

"I'deter tree."
S.

24 4 x,'6'
2 -x.t

x 8
3 i< 2 x 4)

- e

3 x 2 x 4

0R = kx(25x.

24

-

x 6

4 x 2 x 3

B D

:

,

5



tor Lei' at the)pottO -of,page_

sbe expressed as -a product of tO r

rt.

_ Ix x,2 .x_

2 x2 x 2 x 3

!kit possible to extend the )factor tree tOanother--row.

that would show 4 'as a product of 5 factors ot:.Using

1 as a factor

do you notice about the last. row

4E C D,:- _d'-E' ab4e?



-

na.isieh

60 .
-23

48

'72

e,smalles rmmb r- wh 11,h s 4.4p th 3e .=number8,---,4

BRAIETWISTERS-.

,6 ,
is,a factor of 678. This

othe actors. What are. they?

an that have

4. is a:faetor of''2,844. What -. ther 'actors moat

4 have?

hinking, of- -number haa

1-rastorsL_whioh,YottAnn,130



e ,n 1 er is a whole number _ h gre

i be expressed as the produet o
-_

e ao tOrs

e name "prinie numbe usually shortened 'to

"prime"

-number 'which -is -not prime, and-is- great

ompo site- number- is one which an -be- expr ssed = _

numbers .

actor tree" can - picture ;pr e ntunbrs This



ber :is -no -glietater than- ' it is mUltiplied by. ,
0

-.I 8 show greatl can the product be

duct of two-numbers, is:- 64-4 One of them ie greater
zi.;su 1how ebb_ the ether?

Icnow,,about the:unknoin factor?-

A
, L

rNmasnTt

e-'nuilber-'6, is equal to the of, i _ `adore, riot,

iapjaiding tself.6 e is another:

.,,.. . .

----::-iitibre-huh15Wr zp,40- -7uhiO4:7107'0 to tlr7p_ 0

:_its.,:fil- rU, riot it101.0trig,:i0- Yill it



,

ors of Tazhumber;' can _be arranged in pa

ho thipe_ pairS of factors of r'211.

,
a pa. r. of factors of 2I is less than '5,,

e-gttierjs..zgrepter. -than_ Why?

If'one7of a pair af factora4af-,

heLotherit::_,leaa -than, Why?

is grIpa er th_

t

-ast-one-facter-lri-every-paIr-of- o- o f i8

A

iXs thi iden to_make the work easier in finding_41 4

factors; It also h

Ose ,14S, !Want to fito factorsOf a , 2. can -test

1'.h locating prim'

A by dividing or by knowing multiplication 'facts

NO-he of these is t factor of We know, then, that 23 is .

-othey.prime bee .use : , had faor greater th12 3 a ot--
factor would hav' to :be or .smaller. 'Otherwise their produc

Would-be: at, least

ithow 23 . is, -prime we do -not, need'

-! other numbars:aa-ractors;_ We . do .-not even need to test :4,

Do yoU 'see



T find whethe1- 4l it omposite, what numbers

we teSt-as.Pasible factora?

Tse diVision- to 'find whether °ter not is prime

Test the ollowing numberp as you did 41. If the
.

number is comp9si e, exprega it as a 4Dro' duct- of prime

factors. I itis prime; write Tuprirrie":----

Pie: 19 prime

, 21 composite, 21 = 3 x 7,

9. 55

67

11. 69

12. 83

13. 87

14. 143



FACT.IOR CHAT:

2 x 13:
3X3x3

T30

31

32 22x2x2x2-_

-,2>e2XT-

x

2x2x2x2

1
-1

20
21.
22

:23
2.4

prime

4

46 2

2x5x5.



Exercise Set 7- (Oril

using our prime factor °dart, ewer the questions

hook at l the primes in.the'chart that are-greater han-
.

There i -elWays atat. least one number between-an37 two

hem

Look-At the numbers betWeen 7 and 4 with 7 as a

primc. factor. Each numb algo has 2, _5, or 5 as
=

a 'faCtor. Why =1st, this happeny

Can the numbers from to 50 have- , prime factors wflich

are not shown' en the chat? Give an example if, there
is One.

mat numbers in the chart are prime numbers in .dition to.
Q

the numbers 5, and 7?

61



FACTORS OF, A MEIER

-tUdy off,the Prime Factor Chart we Ose

as a. factor if the units! digit in

2, 4, 6 or 8.

,Example!of. ounting numbers which. have

560 218.

In the Bet of counting numbers, a numbr'will have

factor If the sum of

divided by 3.

Exam4es

3 are:
. _

951 (Because + l = 15 an _ 15 can be divided

by 3, )

543 (Because 5 + 4 ± = 12.

864 (Because 8 + 6.+ 414. 18. 864 also has. 2 for

a factor because the units' digit is 4

the digits in its numeral Can be

ng numbers which have a factor of

in the set of counting numbers, a number will have

factor r-if the unitsl digit 'of its numeral is 0 or .

Examples of counting numbers which have a faCtor

'aria: 4,835, k95, and 660.

495 would also have 3 as a factor because the

of the digits of its numeral can be divided by

860 would have a factor of -.2

digit in its numeral is 0.

because the unit



Exercise

d one prime or each of the following numbers

4,89.5

4,083
1/4.

67,210

B. 60,105'.

Find .two different prime factors of each of the following

numbers;

405 12% 5,055.

-+80 -13. 4,33*

site and 5, in the correct places in this chart.

ercise 15 is done for you.

Maur Ttlese numbers
are factors

These n brs
are not actor

492

X70

86 910



For each exeroise loelOw, what are all the nunibers lea

than 100 which have these -numbers

prime factors?

21.x.3 and'' 5

and 7

no Others as



_MUTE FACTORIZATION

Every composite number is the product of smaller number

If One of these 'numbers is boinpotite, then it also is the
product-of smaller mirobers.-, If we continue this

dome ,to a product expression.N. which no number is -c

and every factor' is a".-prime.-- Doing this is called c

fadforriation of a composite number.
le of complete faCtorization:

A picture, us
factor tree i

2

is prime'
is composite,.

sild-2,; care prite
4 is composite

are ,prime.

ged.fo-e,.
*

9 are compos

d 3 are 'prime.
composite.

(A15 are )_

number greater

of primes.

65



How can we find a way toexpreas any number as a prodUct

c!lf-primes,--for-example ,3602:

wp may know some. way to express the number. as a product.

36 x 9'

Then-we-can-write each composite factor as ea-product 'expression:

Continue until we haVe only prime facto

. 2 x 2 )7( 9

= 2 x 2 x3 k

4 9\ I

2 x 2 x- 9
I I 7
.2 x 2 X 3 x 3

This product expression 2 x-2.x3 x the-complete

factorization of 36.

Another_way to express a number a

by testing smala prime numbers such as

a product of prime

3, 5, 7, etc6

to see ii hey are. fac of the numbers.

axample:

=.2 x 16 (starting with 2).
4 ,

look for prime factors of 18 starting with '2.

36=2x x 9

Then -we look k-Tor prime factor8 of 9, starting with t2 Since

2 is ,not--a factor, we next test 3.

36= (2 x 2) x (

= 2 x 2 x 3 x 3.

Either of these ways may be called factoring. Sometimes

' it is easier to use one process. Sometimes it is easier to use

the other prOce

combining them-

With practice, you can find shortcuts by



Exercise Set 9 .

ess each -number below as a product. of two smaller. factor

f_possible, then .express one, of these factors as a 'product o
=

ailer-.factors. COntinue Ittitil-you have expressed the numbeii.'a

a -product of primes. This is one factoring process. Show your'

-work try diawinkS.lifaCto t
I

EXample: '12 4 x 3 or
m (2 x .2

28

12

2 x 2 x
12 = 2 x' 2 x 3

20 35

25 40

27

Do !Exercises 1 through 9 again, but, his tithe

start with a different pair of -factors if there is

another pair.

4.



.-1. Following the example shown, express. each number as, a

plia_du,ot of :primes. Draw a faCtpr tree for- -parts -b,

12. Use any factoring-p ocess to write each number as a
product expresSibn of primes;
; 144 Answer: 144 x 7

225

o. 588

363 .

. ,

.2.* 2.x 36
2 x 2x 2 x- 18--
2x 2x 2x 2x 9
2x 2 x -2 x 2 x 3 x 3

e 385 h.. 189

f 127 1. 143

g. -585'

-WithOut,multiplyinr- write each number as a product e resalon

of primes.
-a. 18 x 60.

b. 42x=34

c. 21-X 78-\

,50 x

125 x 64

25 x 320



'A PROPERTY- OF PRODUCTS OF PRIMES

The ,results or the last exercises suggest t

have found a genera.1 property. We might state it as:

xcept for the aide ,ih which factors

are written ,,a composite .number can be

, .

xpressed' as a product of primes in

only one is z.

-You will not find any

because''-there
1

a way

exceptions o is propeyty

show that it is always true. We -ad-

,7 not attempt to Show.in this book why his is tr

as you use it you should become more sure that it isis

statement in the "box i ndamental Theorem



F _IN() ALL FACTORS

If we know how to express a number As a product of primes,

then we can find the set of all factors or the number.

Suppose we write

66= 2 x 2 x 3 x 5.
Here -are, some of the thinga'sle can find,

1. The prime factors of 6o are

By multiplying .in' pairs the factors shown

product expression for 60, we see that 40 (2 x 2)

.X 10, (2x 5) and,. 15, 3 x _5): are also .,

factors of 60.

By--multiplying in ..thres -the _factor- showns in_ the__

product.eipression for' 60, we tee that

(2 x 2 x 3), 20, (2 x 2 x 5

are also factors of 6o.

The factors shown in

d -30

12,

(2

2 x 2 x 3 x 5 are' primes

this reason, ire must' have found bar our .metho-d,- 'everAf

factor of 6o.;

ow then that

2, 3, 6, 10, 12, 15, 20, 302-'60

the sef 61-'8.11 faCtors of 60.,





--h. .,

.7

Use what .you;,fotind in exercise 1 to get all of the diff
ways to-fltkite, each number in that exercise as a produOt

, ex rest on. of tvio 4factors.

Answer:

6et of factors



x 2 )4.3 x 11'5( 11

x 3) x (2 x 7x 11 x 1
6x (2 x 7x 11x 11)

or- be longing with (9-

2 X 7x 11x 11.

-d.- 210

242



h- set

the set of all factors, of both in and 18 is
I (i; 3,' -61

-The ,members of this set are Bailed the corninon factors of
;

12. :and 18. ,
What ire the commoh factors of, lb

-(1 2,- 4, 8,- 16). is- the see of all factors-of-- 1

1

(1, 2, 3 4, 6, 12, 18, 361A ..is the set of
all_ factors, of . 36i

(1, 2, 14) is the sit of all
16 36;

e common its,Cfo

on rectors of



EXercise'.Set'l

io,'.'.nr bers:aregii0ivin leach pEercise 'below. Fihd all

Cctors-- o -eachnuilbilr; then find' the 'Common factors of

o an example hs

Let' A the set of all factors of f2.

A: = (1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 2)

F.- the_ eet_ of all_ factors of 30 _

p 2, 3, 5, 6, 10, 15, ,O)

2, -3, 6

2, 3, and 6 are he-co on fa-tors of

12- and.

40 an_

36- and 27

40

For-each inter _otion

What i the largest o

Common -factdrt?

IT a

-
:Is, each other member of the set, 9_

A

factor of the' largest member?

e :there any .members of the intersection

ctt,f tare 9f_:_the largest_member?

I

r



catLykl7sT COMMON 'ACTOR

we the set of =common fact 'of

ea, yc,nf rid,.- the greatest -common,,:fabt6rdr.

o. numbers,- we

he; o .numbers.

common ;factor.

e, set of= common

-aincing:%thes

yact.ors. of 12 and

(1; 2, 3, 6).
nuMbers -is' -6; _ -is ed:. the

greatest common factor of 12 and le.
The set of common faCtors of 3;6 and

,(1, 2, 4

the greatest 'common 'factor of 16 slid

There is a _way to find the greatest common ,factQr of iitWo
- .

0

xlumbera-withoUt _firat_fin#ing_ _t.h_e iniers_ec tton of the, se_tp510f

factors of . each number-
. .

First we express the Aumber,

products of Primes

Thy f c o 0 y forming

this expression. FibAs b 2 x 3ox 5 Are

.be f

3 x 5, land. 2 _x 3 x 5. The fact
d the 'sam e waY. The pie6'et- of 2 -x 3- x 7

. -

7, 2 -x17, '3 x 7, and _2 x 3 x 7. The

0

.common fadtors,or and 42 mustdbe ex reacted by those

pieces which are found in 'both, expresSions. The greatest c
. .

factor must be the largest -piece fourfein both expressions.



. ,

bo, ,

''...ii-:-'2. x = or , 6 .--'' Then must- by th
_

ate _p_ On:, fete 'Or 2 , and 40. 1 ir

ijerel isL,another example; To find tk e grpa _ est - common . ,

. _

a a daces,; in the irtiv Odu6 es sions for

50 ,

90, = 2 X

50 g x 5 x 5.

Writing 90 2, x10 x (3 )< 3) we see thl(t-':2'

the' 1argeit- piece that,' can be Lou nd ' in both APres-sionS The

'
1

s . ?*.x: .an be found in one ` 5X x in' ._

the other . 13ut! neithe' can be found bth: ow Mien that

_10_4- the greatest, °moil ,_f ac tor of and

_ we have .found -.the -greatest common facto

--earl- quickly find all- d-ammon factors .- Do you see _
. .

common. fEib tors , miust-b thosewhiChc anb eexpre s 6

of both prime prod= tA5mre s s tons . They___must_ th*,.

pieces n of =the - ,-:This means _that

are simply the factors( of the gre en comftion factor .

- - - -. -Since 6 is the greatest. co _ facto: of,
-.

the 'set Of common factors' is (1;6

IA

Since 10 is the greabes t common

the set of common factors is (1,

Now try, 24 ,and 610-

60 ,'



Well' eipressions have in cult. on are

2 _IX 3 This Test' is argec4,
,u,

et iii t 'common factp of. 24 and O The se

.:is' (1, 2 6 121
,

A



by fixst finding
e- T_13

.2 x

11. 'factors.. of,;

Ala. -factors of' '40

A. n B (1, 2;

1!the greatest_ comMon faC

5, §,,,10 20, -46

and 6

Find.the'greatest common factor by fir

number as a product of-primett.-
a. 2 and 6

d 35

16 and

riting each

e. 48 .and 30

f. 6o aid 45

g. 72 and 60

4. and,: 36

x 2 x 2 x 3 x-,3 X 3, and 2 x 3 x,5 7

7 x 7 c11 and 2 x_

= 2 x3 x .3 x 3ix 7 x 7jx7 x7x7



O On acitOre have ,20 as a greate common aotoi,
e

're, among- the Gammon Lao of pair_

of. ni name one other -corrmion factor which the

'mu = have.

d "

same:-_questiorr the ,CommorrfEi0 tor

_f. 4- and 6

9 and 5

e. 9

a. Tha_greatest, &amnion factor ,of _ 728 .and_2_:

Write--the-set-ofconnonfacttora-

b. The .grea-bpst common factor o

Write the set -of-common -,ffictors--o

8.

50 arid 294.

,s



t.

,

raotiona-r ch':name the_esift%rational .2iumber.., For example
,

--umber.

4

AtnuinbeR ne may-help td-reMind you -whythis -le_a©
_

0 1
- I

k
_ 2 3,/i, 4 ill'

I I- t 1- Ts -1 1 I 3 I-1

;74 : a e e
O -;- 3 4 6 a 71 a le, lit oz

; -1- 1 I

0' 1 2 3 4 5 7 3 9 10 11 12 13 Is 15 le 17 15

9 9 9 9 9 9 9 79, 9 9 7 9 9 9 9 _ 9 9 9

.

The diagram shows sdales in units, thirds, sixths, and ninths.
2It shows that it a segment has --a measure then. it :also .hab

4 _

measure an) By studying the.diagreMyoushduld

able to answei4the followingquestiOns:

- I. John has -.a pendil

piece of chalk of a foot
a large book with his pencil.
with her chalk. John finds

lengths. What- does it mea

Ma find as the measure

would she probably axpre

f afoot long _has..a

drib Sohn measures the side rf_ -

measures the same side

at the edge measures 4 in -pencil

urp in feet? What number.should-
.

the edge in chalk lengths?....' ow
is length yin feet?

'A-



- _ -

or ii- nOt :Shoviii''bp;the :liiagra.M. ,'Is there" a. -name,

_ - 1

- q
, - _

o On-- the= diagram? If there is, what' is it? What _.,

.- -

w ow ddl._ o,the. diagram to Show two Other names

r
USin fraotidns-it is often very impor

ions, like these:answer

We can Lanswer questions like these if we can tell, when' two

ti6r4 are names for the "fame riUrriber",; lqe-knOW-that---

2 6 1 x n
17 ----TT-CFI--

d that
,

10 12 2,x n
x n

We can also use this idea to find smaller numerators and

_denominators._

Thus

This- suggests that we can answercur question .abou,

and . tyy--factoring,--We- can- a t---by-wr

48 as products of priines.



e find then that

aeoond questiori,

3 x§
77-7
2 x 2 X 2 x 3.

2 x 3 x 5
2 x 2 4

5

also. low that 5 24



5 X.

5 x 7' have-no common facto's except

the:fractioh we wanted to fi

21 3 5 = x 5:x,
x 5

,3 x 7
117

x
a*. r

Rind each of the measures given below'. Exp-Tess ach using:

the,amallest possible_denominator.
_

le: The measure of -5 days in weeks is,

is the expresSion With the:smallest denominator.

a: -The measure. of '36

Ttie, measure' -eon'

seconds in-minutes.

hours 'in days.-

The measure of 30 days in years,

The measure of 6 ounces in-pounds.

e Thp mllasure of 42 inches in:ards

5 This .



IT

n ,Sire counting :numbers, Mark T

se'- for each of, the- following,

',-

d .,'n gre both even
6

-expressed using- a denominator smaller
i,

than
-

'n. !

:_cii: tit? lioth"-6_dd.- then 1-.id' f6-epres'edtt
I

1
, .

gys.be

using a srnal]r denominator.

If M' -prime is' aTact9r of both m and then the
a

-greateat Aommon_factox of ,m and' _n: is 1

,.
.

--d .. If no prin& is a factor cif bath m, an
.

_canna b4 expressed using a smaller'4enominator--+-.
_ '

-
e. If then, 4 _d, 6 isa

,

a Xactor of

*

-factor

IC n
actor of

then 2 is a fa- --m and is' a

,!ipme

A



P

of primes

_y_ times does _appear. 24 x 7075 i.

it pro duct,o primes
t

ow many, times does 3 appear?
,,. -,,, i.

4 43,

- _.,tFind' .three pairs of,numbers;with' the number given, as

e Prliti)1, fA4c;r..,, t-

composite number:less than 91.2 . I does not

7 as a- factor. What is the nuMbe

Find e greateit
9, 30,

25 5C

common factor of thane tripl of numbers.



-pprati and "11K; m n

efaldoatthe-STPretion, go

_at a rule for finding m h?

le the, operation "dot" ooilthiltative?

Iii'At;asapoiatilM?
I



'IL

isingloase five'numer 1 there s2sithpli test to

whetherfind'whether 2 is a factor-of:a-numblerl___
t_A- --,

--. . /. (-- . ---: -_

is%here a simple test for, -as a Pastor?
,

Whch and ich Are composite ?,

a. (1-P four-7 d' (1°1eight,

b. 10! seven
e. (15)eigh

c. (13) seven
100)oev nteen
s

Find a rule for testing 3 as a factor using base.

numerals.



..,.. ' 2

'0:1

VII ipqr,11,q , n',1::,

I;
,OrEl.11113 ,11,- ,,' ,i,.

3,1S __,w ii.1111111 rimao ,,,
,,,,Cn ,;-,.,__,

fr, f',Iiiiglit,- roe pia:1. '-, 16t ,iiiii
i t

i-

15 1w te .7:,,,t.Aplet

-t: ,Iii,;',,1, ,,t.1'1,-;' :IT! 'i l'.-:'1 ' '1 --

_

Ime Fta,_ i7q, . f di ane a,ther triplet
--,';,:h-------

,
i

r,i".,,,4
ir ii,,, r,,,,_T-,

, it 1 A'i '' .:), 'dtiiievropert ot ced, bY-i, - ='-' J-----
r ,,, ,;' ,';', ,I,f-. -r--',-

1-1-pcicy Yeatst ago'' 'It,',, ,this':',:,-, _,i'-' 17.1,-.1-,-

I -i' !

-A- ,hepatioians,
21%yr-

the 64,tm -O'r 411_ of itr5 ranturs except
.11 `='*::?'"

V-
-1-= '-=

e-Q elks admired- thils-;rare,4prcpet,,ty'AnditqaTied,

numbe 6 i--perfect ; oumbers. No ''OnW has:- eve '-been,,,a le2,
,) ri-_',i''' ,, .- ,-, ,r -r,

i' I

', I r'' ', .! , - 1- 7 r , r

f1141 --'' way to get , all perfect humbera. ' trollorip
- .. - ._ _ , I, ;' '1 i 1;,L,.=

,o-
,.......- 47,-,-tx..: -
:------" `-''.- -w e-t_ or-, are , any ddd perfect!,ntunbet*f- --,-:','',':,:-,',-,_,','74---:',7-',.4-t-7-,;:-";;:!, ,',IIftt

I i , I -, ____J= , _,-,' ,,,,,' 4,

Find he next ,perfet number greaten thanl 6
I

a -

I,'

C

!.

r

_ - - ,

r 1 .

-c--,--r-,--,-, ,_ y.----7
_ ,

, r I
C

r,

0

7- t

r

rr
-- '



po

t.i' ok

I

yerch

i s_ h 0 u -o odd i , ,imeit mos t_-_m
-,,

': '' . ,
0: " ' h

a eve
I

_ u_ even h e '.'of -tw
, :___

e nab. en),,alble --, .,
hat. ,t canna



VI

wri=te,

time equals
"i,

(.\,, - _

p , In ;,_, -

n I 'the,' Product of" ,the ,numbkra and',
,-. :..,_

actai.s: '61" 26 ., '.. :
, ,

,

and...,
,

P140dUct

e ,ha.ve-fbuncr thdt -n number has many n
,

expteasion;,,:'5' x'4, another, name f9r 20., ;When -we use
_

a bite-lhi:iw,ing mult11,-es. ion -like 5 x
, -

l.p
,

it _`a res: on. Both and 5 x 4, name' the

.proclubt- andt ,k. In this chapter we 1:011 learn' ways
1

f1nin the decimal name fair the ,produ 0 s large (numbers
1

4-1

_ 4 -



i1o'Wi tap Ze 4r1S filV- in the-,,blinliAs with

il'Orrier"i1B
, .

1 111
,

Elirm ,



kiirtATJA Fa -FA-v.1K 4:41,4 ,11d4..., q m4

:by "array

x 6 =. 24 ,`,1. 6

owa that ,.'4:?6 z 6 x

-724 bY,% 35_ array,can'beeturned tO form a 35 by
tYt='

shows' 24_x 35 . 35 x 24 When wO;Writo-
, 4

'in:P;aCeof-35 x 24, -we are-using the comniUtat,
F _

_onerty of multiplicatiOn: i

, , , ---/Teainirititiftve--irOperw atol-reifer---

Multiplication faceslearn.

If we-know 5. ,x 9 . 45, .thenwe know 9 4x 5...45.

8If:we know 7 x = 56, then we know 8'x '7 6 6.

is property-is-used, how manSrpultiplidation facts e--

to be earned? How do you know?

=5.

"What th4. properties of 0 and
A

How can. we-use these properties xo we have even fewer

1 for multiplication?

/-
Multiplication facts tO- remember,



AAWXV,

we, "gani thultiklythreW' nftbers

: 2 and - in ,that fpaer in ither

2)0c ,8"x 3 24
4

4 x 6 ; 4

So-,- may write

a
I

. 1
(4 x, 2 )x3 = 4 x (2 x

; -,...----1 -',

When we replace one- way-of -troupinz the n bere
7 4

by the-70therway, we are 'using, the associative property

'-Beeaqsqof the associa _ve property-0
P

can-write.
- -

iplica

4 x 2 x 24

... .

--:-=----------'1:withciut` using-any- pfarentheses.- We know thateither
roupine of= the factor's -wilt give the same product.. .

_ _



VAM

1001 5700, a

Multipp.cation facts,'"
.-"

35, 6 48J.

0-4k 1000--=-9000

39 x 10Q0_= 39,b

let Vs review 'how 50 can use these" two thinisre.-lont

ith,;the'aasobiative-_prcipjrty of multiplication to find_

ducts of ntimbWeT such as .= and 20, nr 6 apd 700,

-Or': 5 and 3000.

Example 1`

4'-x, x 10) - (Think of, as as 2 x 10.)

4,X 2) x 10 (
se associative property.)

x 10 (Prpduct . of 4 and 2 is

0-2(odu
-Exam le -2

x -70 7 x 100) Think of -700 as 7 x 100.

6 x 7) x 100 (Us\e LssoCative property.)

x 100 ,(Product of and .7-- is
. .

4200 (Product of 42 and 100 is 4200.

Example 3

x 1000). (Think .of .3009 -aa x 1000'

5 x: x.1000 (Use- ftssociatiVe property.)

15 x 1000 (Product f -and- is -157.

15,000 (Prod-ucf of 1 2009-is

15,000.)



oau0ts,.or numpers7sucn . as .-- ou

'14.4=414'e-a _o

orralong' with tle7cOmmut tiVe proiier06F-"

(6 x 7) x 0 x 10)

2 >5 100

-= 4200

Rename 60 and' '70

(Us-the associative and
_ commutative ptoperties.)

(The product of 6. and 7
is 42i.theprodUct-nf''
10 and 10 is 160.):
(The- product of 42 and
100 is 4200.)

Example .a

700 x (7 x 100) x (3 x 10 ) ((Rename 7 0 and 30.

= 21 x 1000

e _ ass° atv e4
commutative.,properties.

(The_ product of 7 and
21; 'the product of- 100`'`X- 10
is 1000.)

.

1Theproduct of 21 -and
1000,12_21,990 .

yo-u know a way' in w itch YOU:Can-Tindathe pro --of=numbore--

like- 60 and 7d,n or- 700 '4A-id 30 more quic4y?- If not

- . -
see if you can find one.



Exorcle et'

ea. :3
e:lyfollowin& products .0.5

3A- X ,100

X

k. 8, x 2;000

500 x

300 x

-7 x'80

16:X 56

200 x 4

_

Fin4 the product of each of 'the 'pairs of:,numbers by

using the commutative and associative properties'`of

Example: '50 and 40

50 x 40 (5 x 10 ) x (4 x 10)
(5 g x (10 i0-)

20---)e 100

21000

a. 30 and 70
4._b Q.._ and

c 200 and 300

90 and 7

e, 300 and 40
v

50 and 700

600 and 80

00 e,nd_ 9,000



eretbe,',Set :3 -
s.

; 2 -;

,

11. 26 x+'3656

54x 700' =

's*.' 300 800 _n

111-: 700 x ),K)

500 x 30 =

400 x

. 70 x 86

30 x 600 = n

16:, 70 S< 90 =' n

17:, 80 x 700 n

18. i90 x 30 = n

19: 8o ;x.,,5o,

20-- x1;



TO . 1int-x prusAuu mow, 1,1 .1A.4, 4, %kJ* eft

eparate. it Lnto to arrays showinv products you already

For example:

-7 bY 10 array

These,a

7 x 10 70

ays help us see that
7 x 18 7 x (10± 8)

7 by -8 array

7 x 8 56

(7 x 1g) + (7 x
70+ 56

125

When -we write ...(7 x + 1(7 -X:8) in Place` of -7 x (10 + 8),
_we are usinK-the distributive 0.-.oprty' of >riultit

ddition.

99

109



separate

the array

Iik this?

(18 by T array)

8

8 by 7
array)

Find-the prOducts separately and bdd them to gat the otal

number Of elements in the 18 by 7 array.

x 7 =,(10 + 8) x

(10 x 7) + (8 x
+

7)'

The' comMutatiw property of multiplication tells us that a

7 Iv, 18' array has the same number of elements as an 18 by 7

array, thus:

Zinee

7 x 18 = 18 x 7
7 x 18 = 7 .x + 8)

(7 x 10) t.(7 X

18 x 7 = (10 + 8 ) x7

then

x 7 8. x 7

- (10 x 7) + (8 x 7) = 126

,100

110



20 x 37= 0x(0

(01st-,Ab
and 7.

Use multipiicat
and place value

(Use addition fac
paace value.

-and

(40: X_30 ) + (2 X 30) (Distribute 30 over 40
and 2.

+: 60 (Use multiplication : facts
and place-value.)

1260 (Use addition facts and
place value.

Rename 285 ja,
80 + 5.)

200) + (4 x 80) 0 x 5) (Distribute
over 200,
and" 5. )_

= 800 320 +.20 (Use mUltiplication facts
and place Value,

(Use addition facts,
associatiVeproperty,
and place value.

101



using tne pro

prfollowing products as decimal .numera.
- .

-EitS:mplti---6x-21-=---6- -(2

-)6. (6 x:20)-+ (6-

= 120 + 6

= 126

b. .42.x6:-

.2 X 128

7 341

217 x 8

4 x 285

22 X 10

*47
x 30

i. 20 x 62

71 x 30

40 x 57

1. 60 x 23

m. 78 x 10

n 20 x.91.

o. 86 x 30

p. 39 x 50

the property of multiplication illustrated by

mathematical sentence.

8 x.18 = 18-x 8

2 x (9 x 6) = (2 x 9 ) `x 6

10 x 32 - (10 x 30) (10x 2

Find n in each matheMaticql sentence. Xaew

about the propertiea of multiplication to hel

15 x-30 =(1q x 30) + (n x' 30)

x 5 =

'-(-3:0-x ) 10 x- (- :x

at you know

102
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al e.

'12 ):10'- 10 xz...12
x',42 - (0+ 3 )x(401
x >c 4 10 X 4 x

C x 5 x- x (5 + 7)

Ea --the-expreseions- below- is- equa 6o),

h cogs: not illvetrate the d.1 s tribut ive p operty?-

-1 letter. .46

x. 60) + (20 x 60)

40 X 3?0- '1.(40 x 30)

6 x 10)
J

o (15 x 6o)



tots w our thinking wthen:Ve.:multiply. For exapple,

.440:285 n.

We can :find the number. vfhlch represents in this May.

(200

= (e)c.. 200) 4 x

800+:20

1140

Then, 4 285 -1 1140

Th'nuMbers: : 800, 320; an 20, are called paste el. prs duct_

-Here-i_ shorter way to find the' product of 285

dnd 4. We can write the partia products under ,e'adh

bier as we .muatipl Then, we an.. add them. For example,:

4 x.285 n, we find the'rwmber which n represents.

in this way.

?85

4

20 x 51.

320.÷ (4 x 80)

---800- 4-3(7200)

11-40

Many of us should be' able to write the product in an even

shorter my. 285
A

X 4

1140

Then, 4 x 285 = 1140.

What must we remember inmorder to ds this?

104
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whit

and

d e`hortcr ways to find; the p duct; e- o0

3 x 8)
3 koo)

a partial_ products?

In es.oh of the shorter .wayS shown above tfiere' do:

time wrieri you 4:1_101. or could use the zero propetty fOr"

Multlplinatib-n?

105



'5. 6 ;,30

0

_

.E`

20

xv986.

9 X .83

, 609 a n

'Use matheiliatleal sentences toAlielp solve the`I`tollbwink
.

ro gxprese., go'n-- answer in a-compTete- een

A- huilding*has 72' windows. If it takes minutes;,

to wash one window; how many minutes take to

wash all o them?

A =tr a ffi light' changes its color every 18 seconds.,w'many seconds will it ake for the light o Make'

changes?
iflour h r es a mince Howecord re al es

_-many revolutions will the record make if it pla-y

minut

Yi and his father went on a fish trip . '\I't took

Hours to get to the lake. John's father Was,them-.

drivin77'55 `miles per h u Wow-fardi-d-they have

to drive before they could fish?

106
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S

MOMMMOM M M MMMMM MMMEMMEEKM MMMMMMM ominous' ommomm
mommoommoimommummommomimoorammomomoioramorammoommommo

amnion MMMM M MMMMM iii iii MMMEMMEMMEMM iii MMMMM mmom
IMMOMMOMMOMMM M MMMIMMEMMEMMEMMMOMMEMMIMMEMMEMMEMMEMMMOMMMOMMMIMMEMEMMM

le.r.
mummOmmMompt:Tm MEMEM2MMMMEM MMMMMMMMMM OMR
OMMOMM ummElmi MN MMMMMM MMEMMIMMORM
OMMEMEMEM MMMM M M MMEMMEMMMEM MMMMM ii MOWN MMMMMM immommiroommomom MM MOM
imeMMEM MMMM m MM MMMOVEMM MMOMMM MMMM M MMMM MMEMOMMMME
MIME MMMMMM MMEMMMAMMEMM M MMMMMMMM mioramimmiimommmommoiiimmomi
IIMMEMMAMMS MMMMMMMMMM MM M MIIMMEMEMMEMMMEMEMMIMMMOM MMMMMM MINIM MMMMM
mMEMZEMMM MMMMMMMM MMEMMMEEM MMMMMMMMMMMMM MAMmMOmM MMMMM OMEN MMMMMMM MMM
MMUMMMM MMMMMMM MM M M MM MM M
ammonia MMMM umoimommourommoromomom M m MMMMM minim MEM M MMMM MM MEM
NOMMMMOMMMIMMEMMEMMEMEMMEMMMEMEMMMEMMMEMEMMMIMEMMMEMMMMMEMMMEMMOMMEMMEEMMMEM MMMMMM MMMEMMOMME

ismI
MOMMMMMEMM MEMO.. MMMMMMMMMM oomminmemolommoMmoin
OMMIMMEMOMM MMMMMMMMMM MAME MMUS MMMMMMMMM OMMMIMMEMMM
M MMM M M OMMOMMUMMMIN M m M mmOmmmommommommm M m M woo._
sommmnummmummmummtrummmm MMMMMMMM mommummommimmm.mmom MMMMMM m M mmommomMm
MUMS miMmmmmmOMM
IMMMEMMEMM MMMMM smarommummominm MM MEOW M MORRIE M MOM* M nommismrnms

23 by 67 a -ra

We, can show, Lby, using the distributive property', how o-

i=
multiply two numbers greaterthan. 10 but less than.

=

t-
2 3< >.< 480 + 7 . (Think of 67. -as' 60 + 7

6a (Distribute,- '23 ov 67; The-
heavy vertical line _shows hot/
the array i separated -into% '''

speller arrays.)

60_ + A_29 t. x4.7 (Think of :2 as-20 -+
20k_60 3 ,,. c 60) 20 x 7)

,

+ f3 x, 7) .. (The hke,
horizontal line then shOWs, hOW

1 200: +

1541

0 + 140 + 21

the array is separated 'into 4

smaller arrays. The heavy lines
dra on the array above
ill strate these out arrays.)

(These show the number of elements
in each of the four array-s.

(The total_ number of elements in a
, 23 by 67 array is 1541

107



23 X .67

67 1-541

See if you can iden ifY eac} of the part al products shown

above with parts of the array.

el Using the verti.ca1 form, compute the f 1icowitg.

4 25 37

-x 32 x lo x42



Ipt41.0t1 V.:4116 .L. :1/ J.Va

x
X 32

120

37 x 86

49,x 81

7 x Tr

12. 66 x 86

13. 44 x-95

l:A 82 x 28
15. 37 x 75

46% 91 x 7\
e.

Use .mathematical sentences to help solve the following

roblems. Express each answer -in' a complete sentence.

A set of books weighs 12 pounds. If a school ordered

38 sets, what would be thd total weight of the books

or

Mr a ,farmer, sent

There were 24 dozen eggs in

,eggs 'did he send to market?

19. .
taring our. vacation last summer,

`crate

eacb

We drove at .59. miles per

28 hours?

we travele

hour. Uow, far did we

tore- packed 86 boxes of

:contained. 64 pieces -of. candy'. How
.

were needed to Pack all the-boxes?

travel

many pieces of candy



x 72

Here are . tv c `grmB fair finding the decimal umera

?ginger. o Shorter Form

10 (5 x 2) -_-- 350 x 72)
,350. (5 x 7(34)

40 :(20 x 2)
1400 (20.x 1440 (20 x 72)
1800 180,0

n a 1800

25 x 72- 1800

Explain how the partial produeis in the longer and

shorter forms- are related to each other.



o pute-uslng-avertlea-

11. 34 >c.82

84 ')< 53

13. "78.x 38



-These.exampies help-you to to n pow to. r in

21 7)

90 x 30)

0 3 x ~200)

-280 (40 x 7)

1200 (40 x 30)

8000 (40 x 200?

10191 (43 x 2a7

5032

31

8 (4rx 2)
'120 (4 x 30)

20000 ( x .5000)

n & 34 x 5032

60 x 2)

900 x 30)

150000 k 0 3.5000)

71088 4 x 5032)

-112

711 x-237).

9480 40 x 237

--10191-- (43 -x-

n 109191.

5032

34_-

20128' (k x 6o32)

152950 x 5*2
171088 (34 x 5032)

n= 171,088



,
erase Set 8

compute the_following.

8. 45 x 378

,
th'NtOffelnr : -2_ 98,x 36- _

Hi`nts By -using the
amwta:tive property

13.- 58 x 4566

know- that
2,74 x-37 - 37 x 270.. 14. 638 x 21

,

x85

x 2805

erg 11. 317 x 47

96 x 8021

Use matherr

problems; Expre ach answer, in a complete sentence

If your father earns- 840 a month, how much h-dOes

ca

5- .956 -x 57

sentences to solve the following

-2-

he earn in a year .

17. An automobile. averages 16 miles per ,gallen 9

gasoline. The gasoline tank holds 17

How many miles will the automobile go 17.

allons

11-3

2



:g the ime, of Columbus, a different;-
- i -r - ,

muitipli-eation''form was used in Europe ,-

Thib was' called 'the Gelosia lattide

is shoWn by the_ diagram,

=

3
2 0 4

4 4

Can you, find the value of n from the diagram? Test
p ,

your knowledge- of the Gelosia method by showing that



slots_for coins on each page.

iie_and 287 coins have been placed in-
-

'e-areAleeded complete theLboo101

lloolve'this problem using two
_

_3
--.420-

x12 -287_,
,___:______,.......,___

70

0

420

There are 133 Coin_ needdid tO-dbmplete -this book:

new is a Way to solve, this problem using one

mathematical-sentence.



j

Exerciser -Set
_..

sentences to ,theip you 'Solve the

XpresS'eath 'answer in a-complete sentence

Rn bola- °t n icrois.4

Can-_ 6 Printed On e.sheet-of-pape

e,-without usin paces between the symbols'

are- 65',rows of symbols possible?

ohnrboUght-a-notebook-for -25' 7Peffell-Trbrt

an, arithMetic book for $2.50. He gave the clerk' $5.00

'How-Mitch change did he receive?

ffane-takes-the-busto,and-from chooL5,.'days,per_week._____

The'- fare'- each way is 25 How much is her fare fpr "the-7

=

The ,Frown family of x plianned to fist to-Washingtot-On

their vacation. Each person was allowed '40 pounds of

fr argage The-Brown s- had- '263 pounds. ,of-- baggage ---

What was the number of pounds of extra baggage?

There are 24( pages in Marys stamP-alb 'On each-page:-:!--

there is room for 18 stamps. Mary has 279 stamps. :How

p ia at tp s d he- need to fill her albuml- _,

,A parking lot had 25 rows with '16 spaces in each row.

= The siie.of the lot was increased with sPa,ces for 225

Car_ -Since the, addition, how many cars can be parked,

on thi



Vi 6-:'Operation we' use- t6 find an
_

unknown
, _

rv4t e odUctand-Lone'zfactor are known.

6w:--.14estr7ead
them.

What nuthber timeB,

ie'equal to 20?

times what number

is equal tcv,20?.

-2146-dividad-by-=, 4- 0--

equal to what number/

- ,

,
f

In each-case we are to find the unknown factor. We may

use the same process.

20 14.

t
oduct-- - - Knowtn = Unknown

Factor Factor n = 5

A form for computing:,

4 )20
20

Wi-haVe-learnid to become -sk llfur=with multiplication

Now we want to learn ways of making the process of division



7,Fr

0 TI-L. MU

4 doMplata it

14.0

. 120
--,

.ff

_500.

tudy- the table =you have jUS completed. o

!ow to. write. 1000 in the lower right hand box?

-How- can this tabie be used to find .. -th

in a division example?

-unknown actor_

1



-41ow4t_,nntiliou se6 150. ,Then

loue -anctfind the otheil-faOtnr,-,

-'150. So, 150tcS Et.



11. 120 ÷

12. 810 +

13. 3

14. 540 + 6 = n

15. 240 ÷ 4 f n

16. 400 Q 5 = ri



T '
-.

,-

..

°

4,- ' 500 700,, 800 , 900
e.

=10007

- ___goo: L :1

'
,

___
i206 i4"oo

o- 1`100 1500 1800 2100 2400 2700- 3006,-

,..
2000 2400

,___
_

In _

1500 3000

_
3600 500 6000

1400-1- -..2800,_ _420Q . __

_,_ 3200 4800 e __,

10

, 0
._

s

_ _-

5400 7200 6006

0

Aft you complete this table, your teacher will discuss'

it with you.
Pind n in the following examples: Use the table

have just completed."
1500 ÷

4900 7 = n
6000

3200 +

6. 9O0-+ 3

7.\ 2700 +,9 = n

8. 10,000 10 n

9. 5600 + 7 t n
j9. 10:-2400-+-8-= n



r:

dompletedi find the, klmoan

1500:,÷

:490 ÷ 7 ,'r

g10. =

10. 1k90 ÷ 2 r

1 . '1200

20. 5000 ÷ 10 = p

32



*Xerciee14-belcw.' --;pomplete the ,blanks

eriteribe i8

-8"x .24

145

400'

4500',

= 27

-x- ------=-300--:-

b) 3 xt .270 (b) 3-x ='2700

) -7- x±7- -580 (c) =

4 x = 32 (b) 4 x = 320 (c) 4.x = 3200

=



th-the' c'o-rrec

x 9 ,= 810

8 = 400

x 6 7 p18b7

x 6= 240180

aid oomplete with the correct multiple pf 100.

,Example:- -,-400.x 4 = 4600 _

x-3 = ,1500 f. X _5 = 4500

x 32d0 gh x' -=-7 482000-0

d. x 7 = 4900 -is.: x 7 = 6300

8 --ft- 1600

Copy and complete -with

-100 4

pcample: 80 x 6 = 4 ,

-A*

he corre .1-tridlt4,ple of 10

-1!=,1, =-6300 f = -1600

=,2800 g. -= .6300
-

X 500

-x 3, =, .270

110 00

= 6400

-='15600

,

or

ror

124

1



-44

.

.x 4 31p x 4 < 3158

-4 68--

le



_ ereiser, e L16,-
_ j

w :b ,:axerdiSes.--he1ow. :Comp1et Pthe bleal

4
1,sentspeesis true.

se 'Ahe-larges't Use the largest
'Inuit-10.4: of 2,00,

K=238: ( ) _,>< 7 <` 2385!

,x 5s< 21 -x 5 219 (c). x5 ("2197,

37 (b) 5 x < 475 5 X < 3759

-

8 x, <, 78 (b )'. -8 x < -782 8 x < =7828

CO_ x 7 6

(a) '8 x..\'



- ,

Complete with the largest -multiple 6 that

used to eke the sentence true.-

4. x 5 < 103. 500

6 (191. 650

x 7- <-583,

< 750',

x 6 < 549-

175

311

-corrp1 =largestL-multiple of 100 that

- :

be-uspd to make the sentence true.

x 3 < 1000

. <.2000

< 4000 1946,'

Complete with the largest multiple of 100 .:that may

be used to make the sentence true. If this is not

possible then use the largest multiple of 10.

< 5000

4 < 2196

7 x < 568

6 x < 596

x 8 < 2502

127

304

4507

x 8 < 412

x 4- <' 3597

< 8200



BECOMING SKILXFUT., IN DIVIDING'.

We shall.Use, what we know: about i ken of num

to learn ,More- about dividing one nun r by another

Suppoge we are to fina n in her..of these

sentences.'
n 4

.

3 or 332,4

Known Product
actor Facto

find h in either sentence we divide' 332 by 4.- We

can use one o1 the forms below. You may select the one you

would:1110 to use. :Use either Form I or Form

Form I = 83 ,Perm

: 80
332-

30 < 0 x 4) ----7---10.320 80

12

12_1 x 4) 12

0 0

Mathematical Sentence: 83 x 4 = 332 or 332 4 r.

We can check our answer: 83

4

332

128 138



e et >1

Pia n. ude±:eitriet, Form, For- Cheek

your anowro-.

7

x n 7

= 15. % \7\ 574

n x - 8k 1 ^7 x n 231

n X = 560 17. n = 448

_390 _ 18. 4x n 192 _

10. X = 135



F ND G QUOTIENTS AND REMAINDERS

We -have used sentences like this
47 5 x ) r

working with story problems.

We have seen how we can find, the largest possible

and the smallest
-

ways like' these.

quotient
divisor -1.-5 /J7-74Edividend 'c ivisor 47 = dividend

2Tie= emaipder cmain 9 quc tIent

e have foUnd that 47 = (5 t ) +

We can see that this sentence is true by thinking.

47-= 45 + 2.

We- an -use -these =- same _ways , to -find- quotients

when we work with larger dividends.

Now look at this mathematical sentence..

437 = (n x 9

48

8

40
TV.Yr

3 (40 x 9 4

77 77 .

9 2

9

nd

130

4



Which number the dividend?

iyhiphnumber the iviaor?

Which number is the remainder?

the rema nder less than the divisor?

be 437



Exercise- Set I

Use either Form' I o Porn II totip Ind

Then rewrite the sentence using the numbs
1. 600 (n x 7)

138 9) + r

n r

450 = (n x 8) 'r

271 n

107:= x n) t r

230 = (nx7) + r

162 = (n 6) +

738 = (9 x n) + r

and r.

lg.: 200 = n x 6) + r

2 = (n :x 9) + r

72 = 8- x r

-,373 = 9'

x n)

15.,- 451.= n x



matheMatical sentences to solve these problems'.
1

ess each answer in a complete sentence.

At camp, John made a collection of 176 smallitones.

He pUt the same number of Stones,in-each-of 4 small

boxes How many did he put in'each box? How

left over?

many were

There were 26, children . visiting ithe atural Hlatory,

Museum: Nine gulags showed hildren-around theMuseum.
7_

How many groups containing--the same number of children

could be formed? _Are there any children'left:over?



Exercise Set 20v

NaMe the diviior, dividend;

for each of the ,follo

quotient, and remainder

2. Use a number to complete

statements.

If ; the remainder:- is then the di

.factor of the dividend.:

If. .the'remainder is not then th

not a' .faCtor of the dividend.

If 1026 (7 x 146) 4, then .
the remainder

and-

r

Divide the first number by the 'secondi

mathematical sentence.

Then write the

For example, 2, 8. divided by

8 Rive s a-quotient 32 and a remainder. The

mathematical Sentence is 258 32 x 8) 4- 2. Check

the last .'5 sentences.

a. 512 by 8 f. 756 by 859 by

b. 382 b 7 g 527 by 604 by 6

h. 805 by 2597 by 7

. 927 by n 2001 t by 5

c. 251 by 4

456 byd.

812 -by 625 by 7024- by 8

134



DING, MULTIPLES OF LARGER NUMBERS

COpy and 'complete the-following table.

,:,10.;,. ,20, ., 0 , 40 50
,=---,-----,--___

--60, 70 ..p0 _90 . 100.

10 0 500

110.'.,_.
800 '1800,

-.302 =_ =900_ _ _ _2100

40 .1600 __ _3600,

0' 500 5000

2400 4200

_
:,]---- _I-, 2100- -4200

80 3200 5600

90 2700 7200

100 1000 9000

2,

3. 2800 + 70 =, n

4. 20 x n = 1800

5. rix70a56000

6. 70 x 90

7.. 4500 ÷ 50 v ti

8. .n x 100 = 8000

9. 60 x n = 5400

10. 2700 +,30

Exercise Set 21

Use-your table-tO. find n4
_ .

80.0 20

2800 = 40

11 n x 50 = 1500

12. 80.x -n

13. 4900 70 = n

14. 50 x n = 2000

15. 80 x n = 7200

16. 6000

17. 3 6 0 0- - 0 -- n

18. 30 x n = 1800

19. n x90 . 6300

20. n x 100 = 10,000



Exercise Set 22

1. CoMplete with the 'largest multAple of. 10 which_ makes the

sentence trU

: a. x 20 < 720.

p. x' 10 < 836

C. x 30 <- 506,

d. 50 < 918.

432

3290

x to <- 3040

h. - ( 5500

- X 80, 5000:

j. .90 X < 6500

k. 80 x < 4700

1 , 5 x °_ < 3500

2. Complete - with thelargest multiple of 100 which makes

the sentence true

40 x < 8442 g. 50 X ',

26 x < 5591 . h. , .X 45,000

c. 10 x \ (2146 2cr--x -0413

x: 30 - 6723-, =70 x -126,500

x 6 < 3290 k. 00. x 60,000'

)c 3' < 2872.

Find- the largest multiple of 100 ',which makes the %.

sentence true. If there. is no multiple Of 100 -then

find the,largest..multiple of 10.

20- X' . 731 f, 40 x .2449

k 46 <-4830 60 x .:45,000_
kr30'<:742 70' x <:30,000

12,200 i. X 90 < .7500.

26,200 -90 X < '75,460.

1. 90 x < 75,000

d. 30

e. 50 x



1 SING DIVISORS ,mAT ARE
ty

Exploration

re going o learn to divide when th. divisdrs are

multiples cif 10, Look at each of Vie examples below. Can

Y9.4 hat was done in each example.
-4

biVde 480

4

20

20Y4W.
400

80 x 20)

We think

480 20

as the largest
n x 20) 41.s not'greater than, 480.

We then think olf n as the largest number` so that

x 20) is not greater than Sq.;

We describe the results.of the process by the

sentence:
4E1.0 (24 ).c 20) 0

We can oheokthe.work b- multiplication.

or 480 24 X 20.'

24

x20

480

7,137



, r-
DVIAd

232

2

'30
200

-40 ) 9285 92

8000 06 200

285 -,1285

1200 1200 30

85 5

80 .80 2

5 232

k n as the iar-est matiple-
-not :greater than 9,285.

.

we as the larges

that x 40) is not greater than 1,285.

that .

we think of n as the largeat. numbe that

n X 40) is not greater thari':

We. describe the results of the p (:)c66s by the

sentence

hematicaV

9,2t35

We can check ou

2327'

40
9280



\

'For'esch of , erfolaowirig exercises, divide the first

number by t °a con. Then write a mathematical

sOtince-whiCh-Oescribes how we can express the

30, 11. 783 by 10

20 12. 16010 by 30

13. '1956 31'. 20'

14. 1897 by .40

40 15. 3162 by 0

. 0 by

4 570 i by 1

1160 by

.990,, b --:90

780 by 60 '

.-3(350 by 50

9. 5.810: by 70

360- by: 80

'2 0:-. -

,18. 8.746 by,

19., 80

20.: -5757 by: TP-

B. SqlVe'.-the follOVingprobiems.

A shiping- carton; holds =x,20 . -1)odits :' How many cartons will

- ."_

'be ,heeded 'Ship- an 'order of 900 books-

An auditorium can 1680 ap:erieona: ±' each row seats

40 :persons, h0W- many rows are ::.this:auditorium?
= 5-

. -

How many_ tripe: must an elevato capacity :20 peitsons )

make- to ca 0!" Pe9Ple (Dint : One trip may not

.

`carry a fun: 16a
=-

The room motiiera:are boxing- candy to sell at the innu

carniVal. They boUght 2,880 pieces of candy and each

box will hold 30, pieces How many boxes of candy do

the room mothers have to sell?



A SHORTER FORM FOR DIVIDING

There is a shorter Wayito write ITur quotient d v on.

ill allow yeti to do yOttr work more quickly.

Study the eximPlas.below.

longer Form ,
Shorter Fo

36

100 139

6)836 6 -836

600 600

236 236

1 0 , 180

56 56

_

2 i 2

In, to show the partial quotient 10a, we can

Write 1y in the hundred's place. ead of writing' ;30,

write 3 in.the'tants place. Then we can write

-'onel elace.

cribe the results of either process by the

mathematical sentence

836 (139 X

140

+ 2.



139

W

we

0.ehow the 'partial quotient ],OO, .wee can
,

,__
-_pkothe hundred's place.' Instead of writing 3(44

in the tenleplace. Then we,can writecan write

n °nets` place

sWe desciqbe the results

thematical sentenc

of either process py. he

836 m- 9 6)-

What do-you-riotice about., V and d?



sit
r

848 -by.-

-h" 499'71-by 3
so.

5. 4882 by 6

96 by 8

I 7. 4928 by 6

4

8. 624 by 9

9. . 1932 by

x.664 by

^-^



R

1)-

261-

0 7833

1833

33

30 30

-.

b, to_Mowthe partial qudgent 200, we can write

in the_hundredfq place. Instead dr writing 60,- we can'4

ite' 6 in the ten's place. then we can write 1 in

ne's place.

We can describe the results cr either process'by the

hematical Sentence

7833 . (261 x 30) + 3.

41 c



'Shorterqiiorm

,7833'

_00 200 - 6000

1833 1833

33 33

31a 30

.L 3 261 3

to show_the partial quotient 200, -we can write-

2- in-the-hundredls_place._ In's,tead of writing_ 60, we can

write `6--111-the-tents-placrev--Then-we-can-wri e

ones place.

-We-can-describe_the resulta.of _either process_by the

mathematical sentence

_ 7833 (261 X 30

What do you notice about examples b and d?

-Find-the quotient and remainder_ in paWo these, using:___

both a longer form and the shorter form.

40 )8153 30 )10517

For each-example,: did you get. the same quoti n

and remainder'Using both form$? You'sbould'havel



0-'---clds-o=r1b"th

!"5820-:

9240

57,840 by

8. 40,680 .by 90

_9._.273760 by 80

10. 21,000 by 50

462 by 10

2 18,464, by

13. 19,056 by

14. 271291 70

15. 29,083 by 30

16. 32,240 by 60

17. 15,989 by 90

42,750 by 80

19 40,876 by 50

20. 31,452 by 70



nisth ,product _o
entr-product .expre'eslont -for,eadh

;15 5 x 6

A -4.. -rt A

Solve thefOlVowi

6)_
0 (32 + k].

9 x 65.7

.6 + .45 + '1.7 + 8
(74 x 600) + (74 x
835 585

301 4- 7

d)

e)

h) 7 >c 7 >c 912

+ X09+ 8.5

.1) 976

95)

1 56



7 x ,ns 672'

-2

1N
t

,-666 6 ,

6-



soitraat

6

:4,542
.6;324 3) - 304 4)

796 76,451 8077ffnig
39,137
4 034 22.964

5p) 650

Multiply:

10) 354
26

3;097- X601726,5___

235 :/59 '14,)



&tample: a 'dope.

0

, 16
-logo

:=Atheidecimal_numersa_ for= each bf these _

1,000

x 10,000

x,100 l 000

5 x100,000

(4x100
_ 2,x 10

3,,q00) + (1 x100l+

_x10,000) +.(4 x 1,p00):-+

=

'Xio,000) +

x 10,600) 1-, (9 x.4.0

10

8 Zio,000) + (9x1;000)

5 x-1,000) + (8 x 10) + (7x

+ (4 xi)

o_'these'il Sredivisktr
,.,

353 :d) 4,000 g

21 f) t4,2 1) , 462 _ ;.

-- .N %

Which of these numbers are divisible by

j) 5,800

-

382

, -

cl)..305 _ ,g ) 11310

05

fi 77

-51

h) 680 Ic 23

1) 53 190



-201

12§

) 729

oll6wing to make them true sentences.
6_

28 x 6 .512

>i1 74 x 7

571 x 318 (500 x 318) + (70 x

'7 4- X 386 2l$000 + 5,6001+ 42 + 320 -F.

-Use 2 as many times as you can as

each of thespnum0ers. Example

'a) 28=

) 24=

20 =

g) 22

hy-

1) -12 =

j) =

d" rattdp:
-xi you.

What do you notice about all of the iietors above?

t the 4 srepr ants.In each of the following explain whe

sample problem is done for you.:

a)- In 242five r.44resen- Beth o five
A

e . In 1024seen

In 04fiv f) 542

-DT 432eight

b) 40 e)

c)

d

--1 0,-



hUndred_lpixty _

"

thematiole,,a- tense or two sentenceaif.ntoiasea

firiti- anlinsWer-sentienoe: '-

e-Jackaori Sohool..bought
.

t wad he tot

IT new wall maps. Each map roe

:.1.oltof the maps?--.V.Xry } 34±.40.FA,-

.25'.

..110e, together?

d '75 cents more than Jim. How much

14'

evwen a p6ty dressed as a witch. She paid

-aeribs'for black oldthfor a dress, 72 cents for a broom-,

^Ts

-nd centafor a mask. How much aid she pay for-the

intire

She.gave the clerk fiye dollars. How uch change did she

,get? .

4

e pUpilS'in Peggyls class are making hookcovers: There

.were, '26', books to cover. They had a. doien and a= half

h eta of colored paper._ How many-mbre sheets'ofTaper.

will they need in order tea have for.each bad

. 151-



ildreh- in mr La ng I s class. r a
6

hild received -4- _coakida% How many cookie

6 _

Suggested-Activities

GiOUP_ACtiVitY
-

Relays :working with _Multiples

'the ~ object ,of- the -game is -to -locate points .named -by- multiples.-

,ibf-the-hailber' on the-number fine.

-"team draws the line and locates the first point, for example

using-multiple a -of-- -7 --he-would- locate- and-name

next player_in, each team would go up to locate 14, the; thire

-player names 21, Taild ab on- The team that can correctly..,,,.,7,,.

name the most polefts in a determined time period wins. This'

, .

may, .also be.,be used for counting in other base,

Ind dual' PrO

Prepare and show your el& a magic trick with numbers.

Tridka =with numbers fallinto three Main groupplightning-

!calcillationa, predictions, XI I' mind reading. effects. you will.'
find information :about number tricks_ in many -Woks about

ma theirlat i 0 s One' ue--try looking up some'of thel,"myateries

of nine
-

...



ke the ,11owing tAxe

-;,
;0 he'n4mber,line below, _the points for 0 and 1 are

r-P
-

a: ii,VabeLtbe,OtherrIP011.48_With Wise, five;liumqralgs



ejiiitinerals ,0f/ andve

ees than
o the -left

,

The: member's of Set

-e..tmembere_oll Set

Theiikerriberg of Set

subsets A.

T are divisible by
,S are. _divisible_

Q 4
are divisible by' 2.

-e =- members -©f 'Set P ire priMe -numbers i--

6Wrirelret and rename- ita memberb- as

expressions. Call it Set M.,

0, 2, 10, l2, 11 0.6).

F, Q "add are subseSp of 'B.
_. .

embers of Set F are divisible"-by
A

The, .members of Set R- are divislble: by 3.

The members Q are divisible by 1 t',

l'he-,merneWs of Set H are pilime Kitmlbers.

Write the members of ther'Set

-Write the members .o

naipe =each of these- deoima.15. The first one jB d
6 (meg + =8 tenthY-i: 4 huridec1.6hb.

ones . tenths, hundredths .

.07 1- ones ;+ tent hs + . ,-:htindredths'
'

d) IA 01' 'ones t tenths huh re-d-ths.



VO

This-is one way of changing a

- --
-base ten numeral. tvi

114 (1 twenty -five 1 five

L 25
314five

114 25
five

five
k

Using the sam# procedure chan
_ .

V-
-!numerals to base-tencnumerals

a 23
-five

b)-

B

4.:Arite_a AcM4q-cal sentence (or two _ ences if nece

and solve. Write an'ansWer sentence.

1; Roy bought four fish for his aquarium. He pares 60

for!one, 28 cents for another,

Snd 45 cents for the fourth one.

spend for all the fh?

How muchmpperdid h

The Smith faMily went on a vacation. The firs day they

drove an average of 41 miles an hour. They traveled

9 hours How many. miles. did tilpy drive the fiat day?

`Janis sister made 75 pieces of eudge for a party.

After the,. party only 19 pieces of fudge were left. How

many pieces of fudge were eaten'at th party?

rai



4 -

,Grayihas the n deliveri 3 -quer s of milk each

. The, milk costa- 6- a quart. W.b is the total
milk, bill forme leek?

been Skiving quarte

hahges thereto nickles, how many will she 'get?

6

She now has 1Cr qUarters.

4

tir Norma ays 16 dollars:a.month for gavage'rent.. H w

mud rent pay in one year?

A frog- is climbing ou of .a .well twenty feet deep.

;cliclimbs four feet every day and sliPs down threembs
-a

-..i--.

night, vHow-long does it
.
take the frog to get to the top?

You hav 0.8: sections of siiiver chain, each of four linkii .

weldinig:,, it

feet ever

Trie'Cost of gutting open a link kNis . 10% and o

together again A _250% What rs the leastwou can pay to

E-_ htwie the eight pivces joi d, Ogether in a Single
- 4

3. Sally he.d a_ pis,e of ''ribbon 4 long. She found
4:4

mother pace 047 inches long. Now she has
a

of bbon. What cumber bassi as Sally using?'

inches

Two boys were paring, sticksA One boy had a stick 6e, It-04 k;
hchei-'1ong4 The oth boy'a stick was inches longer-.

inches long. .0.What-dnurritibt 'base' were they using?



fg,

Part A

Review

SET lir

e each of the following expressions Using symbols.
4

ple: The n tuber n increased by n +

e' number increased by

b) The number 7 multiplied by

The sum of _ri and 9

The number n decreased by

:The produe 6 and n

The number n divided by 3

The number which is the result of I subtracted
. .

froth

'

What n ber is represented by each of the expreesions in

Problem 1 if n = 12?

weir each of the following with a complete sentence_. The
6

t one is worked for you.
How many 4Is are there- In six - 8 g

There are tWelve 41s' in six 8ga."

b 'How many 7 arb there in three 141s?

HMI/ many 6 s are there in 'fifteen 41s'?

How ma are there in four 12's?

flow ny 8*s are here- in ofourteen 41s?



l? 'number

what -operation-i

for you/

a) 108 7- 144

Ex0Ple'

18

2;563 -4:y. .8,010

0-x 867 .

- 2649 . 6763

h) 36,600 y = 408

the first ten members. or each of ,:the followingsete:,

The ,set- off' .multiples or 100)

T (The set of multiples of 1,000)

Cemp19te these sentences with a multiple of

needed to make them trueqsentences.

Example:

a)

b),9 x

100. or 1;000

Here is one possibility;

2/000 x 5 < 12,110

x 6 > 932 x 33 = 3,300

4( 40,121 g) 25 x > 2,312

x 4 < 5,210 h) x 140 < 293,000

d) 70 < 15,316 .30 x = 6,000

6 x > 27,880 1) x 25 5,000



EXaMple a is done for you.

or tenths plus 8 hUndredths

or tenths plus- hundredths

tenths plus hundredths t-

nr -tenths plus

tenths plus

tenths plus

hundredths or

dedths or

-ow-maiw-Tdots-are-7there-in-this--diagra

each-of the following number bases.

Base ten

b) Base five

c) Base six

d)_- Base four

Part B

bUndredths

hundredths

hundredths.

t _the_an- er__

Base nine

Base Seven-

e-a mathematical sentence two sentences if necessa

and solve. Write an answer sentence.

mark said, Tonight I am going to sleep 9 hours and 30

0-
minutes. Him many minutes will Mark sleep?

`At army division, has 345 platoons. There are 38 soldiers

in each platoon. AbIlmany soldiers are there in the

division?

r. Jones bought 12 gallons ot !gasoline. He paid .33

cents a gallon. How much money:did 1e spend fOr gasoline?



and Martha were selling .greeting cards at 50 centa
r

The 'first day Mary: sold 16 boxes and Martha= soldboX.

_ 10 How much. money did, they make ogether: that f
.

day,?

There were two . fifth grade -classes in the Marshall Schoe-1.
.

. _ .. .

There .were- 57' 'fifth gradp pupils. in the two classes., '23
. . - . ,, - . . 4

-6k these were girls. How :mini Sys were there?
., .

Dick, rides his bidiiele% to- and frdr eh0ol, lh # 10 . minutes, -

He walks '7to did from sohool:In ?6 'HOW: much'

time will he Rave riding his biCycle- 9, actipoi -411 weaq,



Chapter4

?doNGRUENCE OF-COMMON'GEOMkTRIC FIGURES'

ectangular °Pr am
=

ploration..

on the _top fa e.

der rn
.

the. bottom face.

has a chalkboic?

any 'edge of the box with you

many ei'dkee }lab the_ box?;
-

Point --to- a vertex of the boX.

ofte wa,name each corner ve ex

4en in the above` slat qh



You can see that 4 vertex represents s-a point; an edge':

- -
rapresents-allnasegrilent; and afade'represents a

part of a plane.

Every line segment has two endpoin
r '

endpoints with capital letters.-,

e label the

Then we 'may 1141ile a line segment:by using the letters

at'its endpoints witha bar Over. them. Thus: or F.

What geometric figures can yOU.find that are formed

the edges of the box?

How many rectangles di- you find? How -any square. s did

you find?

Name the 'intersection of the trop face and the front face.

What is, theintersection of the set of points

bottom. and the set of points on the fron

on the



:What the intersection o and Mr?.

What is the i#ters Lion of M and the top a de?

Name three sets whose intersection is the point 1.1.6

What is the n erSection of 71,-; and BC?
.

--;-
NaMe soma other, pairs O sets Whode intersection is

Name the geometric figure which 18 the union of th

arid CR.
Name the. geometric figure whiph is the .union of the

AetS G'.

1



Exploration

HoW man faces has this pyramid?

How many edges' does_ the pyramid:

How many-vertices has the flgure?

d)- Which edges outline the bottom

INameAhe,,figure formed by, the

edge=s of;the,bottam face.

Which fades intersect on

b) Which faceafintersect on

tt?
W7?

c) -Do faces OAD, opc, OAS, ODC, and ABCD represent

lahea?

Whi h,of these planes intersect at 0?

a) Name the geomet o figure outlined byithe edges

oc,

Trace these edges with your finger tip. 41amatheM..

Place y91,1r, finger tip in the,interior of AOAD

4., Name the Intersection _f the edges of the four triangular

faces.

5 = Could a pyramid have Just faces?. Remember that

the base is called a face too.

b) CoUld a pyramidhave just 4 `aides? :

...
_

Goulds pyramid haVe jusV... 999 _face



Exploration.

-Nearly. every time you select. a can-of foOd at. the

store, you-are handling an objeot:like a geometric

figure Called a cylinder,

What are the "top" and -bottom of a cylinder-

called?

What is the name Of the geometric figure. which

outlines, a base of this kind of cylinder?,-

.How.mapy such- figures are outlined on his ,cylinder?-
.

.

Trace them with your finger- tip.

Do the bas .o__ eylinder have -to be circular regions?

4. -could the bases of a cylinder te square regions?.

Could each lace of 'a cylinder have 1001 Aides?

i6'



Exploration

=

. Copy -.figure', ODC, on a sheet at taper.

what set of points form a ODC?

Trace ii0DC with yOur finger tip.

!lace your r nger in the, interior of the

Name the angle whose vertex is

Name the ankle whose vertex ±s

How many na/ea werePgiven for

vertex is at D?

Hdw many. names were -given to

Vertex is".at 0?

166%



Reaal.1 that An angle" the.sot of points on .two _

,

which have a common endpoint. and which are not on th

same line.

,Trace the rays that is, part pf them) wIth your finger tip::

Name 'the' rays that form .2.p1pc..
\

liameithe common endpoint.-

cito

Does DC end. At C?

How many-andpoints does DC haVe?
,

Why was the letter D placed inthe middle.; between

ZPDC?and C) in- the name;

Make another drawing to show the rays,which form

Why is-the letter C placed between

the letters_ 0 and in thp name Lpan

.Make another drawing to., show the rays which

ggrm zpoc. Why is the !,-- 0 placed

Hoetween-ta,letted

name; _OC?-

In the drawing

its end point0 is in the interior of 'OD

Draw an Ogle on your paper. Color the inter

angle red. If only the interior of the angle

red, should the rays.of the angle ,be made red1'.

ercise 2 which _line a.egment



If-Plane
-Explore-ion

Copy the

Color the line EB' , .

.Color:the_portion -Q e plane below (the part
if

:.-
, ia ,:

- t J
which Contains 'q p. Do not -get arty bills onthe--

--... z.
:-.- .. .

What Would be a gbod name-for the part d your igUre

hiCtl is colored blue?.- .
What is the name for the part of your figure w ch-

.

colored:, redo'

What would bp.' good name for the part of otir-figure-

which is not colored?

4 .

Color the half *aria .above DC the part

. _yellow. not get, any yellow on line

- What color in,, the interior ot LtAC?

. e
-168 r

ih -Contains'.

=



do ORTENT:lIG.,...-0.,..0.., 4-1: , "i ,)--"' s, r .,,-.....,, -;r --' s ,,.
.J.-----pile-r.-r---:_

;..,-,. ,?f," .4,1,,,,,,,,,,.....,..,/,'..,-,. A-1,-T,, r-4,-,,-, '2 -,,, A-2 " " ,

.-.'-?

F,--ik;'.-',..,,--'2 ; ,,.' "- -:;0,%`-.`;=,,,,',1,

,gongruenoe,,,,, __,,_,-,, _,
xpiortiot:-. -0

,
,-e

,,..1.,

*. V%
'717;6:14,7;" 4 4

14' a pa

4,

yt-rooirri-Ern
on the -ottier?

kt"

'-a

=

(EY

(G)

.'
=

= _

(D), - _

,

'
- , 169

.-E! _

,Lr=



-you,use- tracing. paper to see whether your--

ers are correct?

Summa]

)

A geometric figure is a set of points. We know that swe _
_

palanot. make. a point on a piece cif:A)aper. but °ply a model ;or

a Picture of a point. When we draw a- line or a triangle we

are drawing a model. In _:this text when we say, "Look at 't

triangle," we really mean, "Look it this model of the triangle."

TWO- geometric- figures are congruent to each other if

they have ,exactiy he same size and shape. This means that

the-

other

.ir we make a tracing-04C one igure and place it on top -of

o figure and if it fits- exactly; then we say that the two

figures congruent



-Eploration

on-a thin sheet of paper. Can you place this

i_ ig -AB
,

.so _that it ate , exactly on CD? Diclif-i5lhoe, :--"----"4-""
- . .

the t or the-point A on the point C or thellaont D?

'Does it mat

Recall that . A = B" means A an
. - 1

same -thn We cannot writer AB

of 4B are not oints D.

on COI: that he same point, as

:we ..would like- td write--eriefly th

tames for the

u

xample, re ,is no poAl _

he point B. But

_a 6 *".segment:



ter Cide 'Set

_

4hgru4ni segments in,eaoh-Tigure?

n'two?, ;,,Ttdoe'seFerts on a'thip-shdet;'

diiAein-swexiW-1-/Xp;i-thIs.L=,-74L=4

V

9

A

*

1.4



r,

Trace A ABC on a sheet of
exactl 4.on A DPE.

hin paper_ a

No Tee' that-uetiriarqre14-14113.--fitgxeret1 ,

Vertex k7.:'is placed on vertex
p;aced on .vertex-

Vert x C ''.4s placed vertexrc

=

e 'that -when h

ides -tied match-. Complete the

7--ZS- -is -congruent- to side,

is congruent to side%

"id 'congruent ide1- 0
t

We call the verti. .= and
,,

tikoresponding-vertices- --when s--plac4d.:,,,on---11,,,n-B_L-ohl:

and , C = an E, one triang e, fits exactly on ther.-, ''We c

sides it and DF correspanding dide;:i since
A

carrel one ve U005

they

I

1



, r
Nartie.-the :;other_ pa .ce;

, correeponding lade
r. ',-'' " L r...,

e, can use the same. spnbol- i'l'll triat pc used for gpngruen

Ma rtrikng4,e cn to to, -,:-grria,t-he
44., 4

heip
; " ,°intD/pladedl,on °int' D-.iii;'o , &

is placed on point "F).

. , ,

-"point:, -C placed on point .-E,-N .6 e4.4,

. , ... , -0, . v 0

e- 'shall :show this' ;by writing t. ,,-.

---.--e.--, \

,A c Z: AMIS. . '-.. _ ;. _ 0-%

toottADC.:

triang1es congruent?



e chiginierit-tde'a9h.oth-01- pe','Bure

Iraq

n , - ADM. -ercises
., .

,h ve trace more- .one triangle
. -



Oration

a

e

vertex :, a tracing of one angl he vertex of

angle and--the rays of the tracing can a place4
y along the rays of 'the second angle.

Meercise Set

Dy-tisa 6,,onn, a, sheet of thin.- paper, -detspraitie-

which of the following angles are congrilent _to LABC.

D



lox .ti

Pa `are congruent'

Trape- and place this tracing so itfits

exa:OtAx on

Wre -does- N--fall?-

are-corresponding angles.

-doer': LL fall?

L and P are corresponding angles:

, Where_does,_ _fall? _

are corresponding angles;



learned :soine,,fact about :co-ngrinen.

egments'are congruent

one cin be placed to fit

the_other.

Triangles are congruent 'if, a tracing- oZ-one.

edn' be: placed to fit-, exactly along-the-

The tracing may be "turned_over."

7.-'Wftftift*

3. In naming congruent 'triangles, vertices must

_ , be named in the proper order.

Two aritilea are congruent if we_can_gt3 ace...t
a

t
vertex of'a tracing of one 'angle on the vertex
of the other angle,.and the rays of,the tracing-_

can be made to lie exactly along the rays ofto

the second angle.

When twd ,triangles are congruent the corresponding

angles are congruent andti.le corresponding `sideEr,

are congruent.

Do you agree that this summary. e3.1s what we

ou think of 'anything that should be added?



o you, e e ber p
,

use

X1 compass

, 1---,----

oNCPMpare'the'

,
-h -0Q ine:segments?-

lore on_

h-appear
,

o be longer'

il-

Use your'compaas to compare the

length of with that of CD.

What do -you observe now?

.1,

Does your obtervatiOn agree 'with the guess yowmade
41, 0

.J3Y-JUStmlOOking-atthe_iine_BegMent?,

Exercise Se

your ComPess to find answers to the following.
)

qUeations-

1. Iir,does,the length of

T. -edmpare with that, of



Coma re the length of

:fa with that of , I3D.
A

tiec RU.

Compare the lengths of
pTir;

0-,

nee, names till'

keeeter of the ei ole, do.
A

your # tilts ag d with
F_lre

about J.



nt Uaiii , o twee_

...._r
. ,

ploration--
4 -- , ,, --F

p
,, ,- -.

eo v °int on .a-
i
eirele is the same .distanee -.:

ar e;t_--,,,ind we 'Call 4he ',center of, the circle
,.,

er,1,-- e a V
, .

, -'
h r

ye :the .part., of, the circle from A, rtc E

o e 11 Itialtid,e--7C-- re'preb-ehte'

The A and E..--- ,
e-=the" ,endiSointa -of the are.

he?ateM4y,; 15,,e,_namederc

they; is 'a p6 ;i3sibility

confu

,

pot halie to draw a __plete:,

le.,..to,,:thake.an.are of a circle, _yam

d draw arc AE with your_ compass -

like this 01,

-Eyery paint on an* arc of a circle is
``same ;distance from its center. The

p _

leni308., of OA, rff, an

dame-; .eince 0 names the center.

the

=r-..
OE are the 0

D,



0-an aro' f,:halptroiice a col:7'Q llne-segment.-segment

,

given_, a lirie segment -T4 'which you wish to
,-,

ometimes wnque a liihe with a small iet ex
,. ,.

el.

f

yoll.havehlt.been told where'

,,oh-lipe,.k to' copy TS Yoll maY-

e ,it anywhere' op the'ine.

o

The 'shaiv meta: point of the cOmpasgi was.,placed'at

Th pencil point of the comPaae tae an ale ihterdeCting,tha
- ,

I. Uwepoint name :Iv TS? Why?



old'

k

xeAise Set 5
.

e AB = and k, vri a alleet of paper.'

Copy AB on line k, ,a,o:that one endpoint of tt e!
`1

line-ae4ment-le. at



:74 neendpoint i a

=H.ffikeirdss 5'Er
a

How. many -sags:lents a you makq on- Line with one

--eridpoint-"at J -and- with- theo-length `tlie same as_ the _

len4th cif _HI?



Lon

a.111'!
w 5, ti

1!,.0

`;,,i,

II
t; , Ii I i 't !

f-t-,"1-1:11-Yi ; '',
. -'-'''. III*, , I 1 Y - I. -- T- ...-1 , L, 0

to

VI -:LCJ:iii,y cif:70 i , dra,wing_' so '
-, ,. ,, ,. ,

--"'1-. Y " ------,1; li, -, 1 I'l it '''' '',11

Ti'`' r dhdriol
',-:.;, = s, -;,,--,, ,;-;

t--, Qth r n

,.;_-__ 4
,' ; ' --=i-,, im, ,ttll

-;,,-----`,J, r:,,',, , ,b, , D,', , ,., - _

61nt ,.

''
',,,--t ..A_Vi 1.,--;7,-

' 'Is _ 1-.1' {1', . s '', l',"," 7P2'-s ' -",s1'

_ dopy-. AC' ".oll,"yottr,"dva g, Bo it
s 17,:s"

-; -. ir
endpointt; of the ,new T'segment N

a
bth)r , en p' t

u -ir . _

"1 I
.==.4_Cop/ K., on ACt rour drawing so 1one =,

1, !-
endpoint of the new segment* is at A . Name

I
1

;otbeZndpO1flt F t_
1Z

1OPY It BC _on AC your drawing, do that one 11' ti

the neW gment That 'CAT NaineT'

- the Ottlei ehdpoint- = 1,





''.e'ti- ,p :.'6-J:-ang....es
. . , , =

triangles 'di& n n the ure'.of
- \, ,' y

Di 'ybti , finVas many as, ei





lord

a er=nds_:0.

.look
.1 T

place the7',points of your c p

`MON.Te-yoUr compass so

h L h6 :_stiarp;

-the.;..Pe -11-polnt' to make :ati arc.
.,

Copy, °This'--time put the sharp

;point `bf: your compass at and

arc LabO. the intersection of
the; two,;arcis F Q.

Drat . TQ and QS Your co
A

e

C,.will be named, vaTQ.S: Is;
=

T ABC? How can you be- - i
!'.41%

.

-----1-----1.--;-- ---.....-.-4.-....-.



Set? )

owing:_exeroises:

4i se o e o

y

ildpOih of-. the

ghtadie-.

- f- Copy_ thOriantile_14hoseirss shaded. __

.ro





rt.

e Segmen

ol.C'haVeubeen''CoPying 'triangles. lioirever, you might

1

triangle whose', aidei have the lengths .of these segments.

Of -,course; you would- need to choose your own line k and

point-int- P, on: it. Does 1'4 matter whicti of the three given
,

-
_ ,.

segmefits- you copy_ -on . line k? Tf you copy -- TiS, , ori -line
. _____-________

,-which, two' segments will you use for finding the intersection,
= _ _

of the ards? _ Could you copy TM ,,on
_ I? Could- yoU.--

-

Copy' NQ, 'bn line. k?
t

each child in the-class constructs a triangle using ,

-TM -IQ --as- =lengths -of- sides, 'what- can -you 'p_rediat -about-.

ala;the resulting triangles?
J

t r



e iv 1ne----;begmen 0 -the'-'-lerigths"

e - 7 id o he' tr iri I ,.` If ,1t its, not possible L

t- e

193



Vgle

e urw -a' 1"`the rinabrUctionsT for each-problem.

o ;.This will- elp: you in arranging .your.-

meta -on -..

stns
-

'raw -five' cOngria -t

inches 'long,- Call ',them 717

Draw:: Ofgle cueing . for one aide;
Fa

Draw a' diffe'rently shaped 'triangle on each °

other, segments.

-If =you - had fifty congruent segment 's, could you draw a

triangle Yon each of them, each ,one different- in- shape

cLisize.,z.f.roin_theather- 1,19,-1 _

Draw r five new conkraent se nts.

b) Draw a special sixth segment different' in

length.

A

On each of the first five segments draw a triangle.
=

This time, make the second side bf each triangle"

-congruent to yottr sixth segment.
, ,

Try to make each triangle different in size and

.. "Can yolk:do this?



..
Tr ngle

,

-insti--/Uctions-, for each problem.

swill- elp,,yOu arranging .your..
4

,youron

_

ve'congru t line segments, each about
,

four-
,

-chest longs Call them sM, 717, tFY and --'17r;

arigle dne side;

braW;;a* differently shaped' triangle on each of "'the

other, segments.

yeu -had fifty congruent segmente,.could you draw a
_

, .

ang 1e don each .of them, each ,one different- in- shape

dsize..z.f.roin_th 4 - Irian

Draw r five new con nt se en

b)- Draw a special sixth segment different' in

_ ,_-_ = _length.

On each of the first five segments draw a triangle.
T.

This time, make the second side bf each triangle=

-congru.ent to yeetr sixth segment....
!, TO !! (- 1 !!! n

Try to- make each' triangle different in size and

pe_f_TrothJalk_others_:_Can you -.do ,this?



',Draw three fte

,

Drag EC:fol4rth segmept no congruent to an ",one

the fjlet three-. ,

eaW,a,--rifth-segment-n ruent-to-any--one-o the

Tour, segments. aldose the length af this fifth

segMent carefully.. We want'tO construct a triangle

on each of your first three segments with sides:

_- Congruent to the fourth and fifth segments.

-Draw three trianglesi,on the first three segments.

In each triangle, make the second side congruent to

the fourth segment, and the third side congruent to-

the fifth segment.

Can you make each triandje different in size and

shape from any of the others?

What is true about all'your triangles?

Because all of the triangles are congruent, we say

that three sides determine exactly one triangle.

Did two sides determine exactly one triangle?

Did one side determine exactly one triangle?'

A



COPYING AU -ANGLE U INGSTRAIGHTEDGE,

-Yoll-havelearned-howto copy line egments and :triangles

using the straightedge and -ompass. Now you will learn-how

_to oppy,ah,angle,usingthe_straightedge and compa

1. Do you remember how to copy a triangle using the

straightedge and compass? Draw a triangle and

-copy it. .-

When you copied the triangle, did you also copy

its angles?

3. Suppose you wish copy LC.

(When we name an angle by a

single letter we mean the

angle whose vertex is the

point named by thtt letter.) C

How could you make part of LC

..ktwo,sides-of a triangle? Draw a cleaned line t comp

a triangle. The dashed:line will help to' keep in mibd:

the angle you are copying.

'Make a copy of the triangle you made in Exercise 3.

4

5. Which angle of the triangle that you made'in Exercissit

do you think is congr LC? Trace this angle and

place it on LC to see whether it is a copy.

a96



Irr,Exercise 3 you; made LC

-W61.11d sale, Special triangle

easier? 4an you think6f 'A-

an angle. A triangle.-)'
hae.-"Made the constructionI
--elpelar-trianglelwhich

would-_have required fewer-changes in the distance _

'between the points of yQur compdss?

Lis.t the-things you do copying an Angle,

see how your ii

following summa

.compare.

and hen

with-the, list in the

Summary

To copy an angle'such as

-geke it- an angle of a triangle. Next,

'copy the triangle by making the three

:Sides the same .lengths as tlie three

:aides of the first triangle.

The folidWing prp edure can

be used:

-1- The vertex of the-angIe we

copy is point' C.

W C asa,center, construct

27

ap arc cutting the sides at

points we will pall AN and B.

Draw the dashed line segment

you-are -to co py..:,

1

LI ABC is the triangle



raw a raya eav m:e a

room So_you can construct

_11:triangle-using-

this ray) -qui-call the endpoint, D.

4: With point D as the Center

andmith,the same setting=pf

your compass as in S

on8truct an arc. Call the

_imgg_th40,_arc intersects

the ray, point E.

Change the, setting of your

compass so that itsPpoint are

at points A and B of CA.

this setting and place

he point of the compass at

g and draw an arc which

intersects he (first arc.

Call the po nt of intersection

of the two arcs F.

Have you made LFDE LOCA? Let us see.

Draw -BA and E.

Is' FDE (4 ABCA?, Why?

19811



- /
We ow &BOA because we haves made three:sigies

one triange'congruent to three Wipe; of the other triangle.

haNte0h0 0 sicles the same length for cqnvenience.

since We Anow that cOrresponding angles of congruent iangleS

Now,

are congruent, we know that LFD LBCA.-



ean drigle_abotit like 2IA c r yQur papet.,-,,Cop-

tiiiii--th-e-t'ateps 14e- ha e iut1 ned,, 'Then d same

h mangles-.- ,

200

410-,



hree rands run f orri" -.poin in
-1

ty. -Bayshorei one:to Cain n and one to etri n 'TheMan iin the
, ,_._ , V ,
f;sketch.4a:44alicingu.toward-Ashton...When-he-comes-tQA

intersection n Ashton, 1-141:;wi11 choose whether -he will follIpw
.

e'rOad to Camden Or 'the r:Oad to Devon'. 'We sometimes;' -say; ; "..
,

. .

Camden road off from the Bayshore road." If he
.

angles'
to Camden he turns off "at an angle" f one size. If

Yip tilkile-b-ff----liat-an- i l-of-a-di-fferent
e Nem by_ rt e "size" of an sngle.

Road to Boyshors



-

h s a aorrutoh
. -

'
. v

-Exploration

sketpkbelowshow: !Barshore d;CaMda,..
. .

1 he on- e. aggITEn5.74M7teft"ItOiMi. 411 o'fIth:
i

_ .
.

-...,

--....i. : r ,

-id 14151- ang rays with endpoint h angle%do
, -

--,-,_
. __ ..

all'what we mean

we .defined it?

Name tie sides of 4pAc

segments, rays or Iides?

.Do the' sides an Angle have ,a latinite length?-
,

Do you think the

of the sides-You
.

site 'ot an an

actually draw?

depends on *the lengths

It4s clear that the size of an angle cannot depend on.

the length of its sides, Wee rays have no definite

length.

TO-see what is -meant by "One angle larger..in size than

another angle," 1Ook at the s etch of the roads to Bayaiidre,

Camden, and'Devon.

202



:Name the sides of

Name the sides; of
47-

What ray.ts a side of both: angles?

IS point C in the in

except for po

or 1,n' the exter of

_ADS :\A loth_ have side`Because a

or in-the'exter or
ak

the Interior, I\

Q b)

14.e7s4Y-t4at '18 iarger-;than -the

the interior of SAD,

(or we can. say that the ,size Of AC is

smaller than the size of SAD.

203



To-Emmet

Name allthe anglps in the sketch. (There are

le

9. Look at ZPAE. What rays are its sides?

10, Are 'E in the interior -2)f LBO?. Bbbaude-lE

and--0- are. in the interior of AD say, '!!-The

Size of ZBAD is larger than the size .CAE"

"The size of LCAE is smaller than he size

of .LEAD.")

an angle Whose alie is smaller they the . lie

Name another one that appears to be.smaller.

How can you bo pure your answer is right?

12. Name an angle of iaeKer size than LEAD.

Name anbtner one How can you be -sure?

13.- Name three angles, each.of larger size than LEAC.

l -g:SupPose another town, Farley, is on the Aikiton-affiden-

Road. Copy the sketch and represent Far]ey by point, F.

15. What can you say about the size: of-.LCAE and LFAE?

About 200 and AC? AC and pAB?

204



Trace LABC on tracing paw Place B on

a. --->

S and. BC on ST. Put BA on theR,side

-'7----(31 TS: Muse BA ---1e can SR?

b) either of these angles larger than the other?

c) If two angles are congruent, can the size of one,
.-

be larger than the siz6-of the other?

The ,e'xample's above show:

Sununa ry

The size of one angle is an 11er than the=size of

-a second angle:

If the Angles have one ray in common, and

a point on the other ray of the first angle

lies:in the interior)Of the second angle.'

angleIf a point on each ray the first

lies in the interior of the second angle.
A

=CongrUent angles have the same size.



Trace- T; °hoots a point,.-
in the' iliteAibr of LRST.,

Drw

1'

CompSrb 'the. size of LIIST

with the size cif ZRSW.

Compare the size of LRST

wit the-size-ofLW T.-

Trace LXYZ and point K.

Point K 40 in the

of XYZ. Draw YK.

Compare the sizes of LKYZ

and L XYK:

Compare the sizes of LKYZ

and ZXYZ.

Cut along YX and YZ and ear along the jagged

curve. Fold along YK. Does YZ fall along

Is LXYK LICYz?

In the interior
-9.

and draw YN. Fold

ZYX, place

along YN. Which has the larger

a point N near Z

size, LXYN or Z?

Draw an angle. Name it ZAPR. Choose a point (call it

t t you _can_Pe_ _sure the, size_ of LSP14. is small Sr

cthan 'tile size of LMPR. Where did you place S?

1206'



lk:angre'Of'dIcercise-5;-'0ho-OWaApeint

-86'you'can.be sure that the size ok LTFM larger..

than ^ °th °site° of MP here did you ,place -T?
-

r-

' Is poi D in the interior of

AC -shown in. this figure?

it in the interior of LABC?

,ZACB?

or of LACE

.shown in the figure?

Is it in the interior of LBAC?

Of LpBA?

Draw ABC and label a point D as in the

previous sketch. Then draw A

What two'angles are smaller in size than

Draw.a AkESC and label a point E as in the

sketch above. Draw BE.

t angle .of ABC is smaller in size than



ton

. _

for the vertek) Of One are in the- interior Of. the other How,

shad we,eompare theaiies of two angles which are not placed

in e.it4er oft eee ways.

Copy _y tracing it on thin papfr: Copy the ,

letters, too.'

Hoy should the rays of LPEF be placed on

to compare the sizes of the angles? You may Want

to turn your tracing over.

b) .Is'-there more than one way to place EF in jorder.

to comparecOmpare its size with that og C?

How do the sizes rf LABC and ,ZpEF compare?



,Angles Without'a-Commo

on

ric hoWtheSizes es are
4

compared wheh

the tWO-Angles'haite one ray in common, or when the rays (ex ept

for thecverte one are ihthe'interior'Of. the other:--How.

shall we.compa

in ether of 4

the'siZes of two angles which

ese ways?

are not placed

Copy

letters

y tracing it on thin paPpl: Copy the

too.'

Hoy should the rays of LDEF be placed on

to compare the sizes of the angles? YOWmay want

to tuyn your tracing over.

b) .1s.there more han one way to place ZPEF

to compare its size with that of,

How do the sizes

ub

C?

and ZDEF compare?

in ,order



qw

oh :pater en

withpm are, e



the on en oz t action ,

o

congruent,--angles-have-the4aame8iZa.,

compare-`; the sizes-of two
.

46aitions?

Look a LAC and REP ., Where should EP __
--____,..-____-_,_____L,-----,----1..4----------:--_-------:.,-,

'COpied soCas to comp e the sizes?' What point should:_
_ .

fr-
_,you use as,vertex?

.

What ray you tiee ia one-iiae-of-the-eote''

E

.177.7



as!=Oonarkicted-:cOngruent

y; halm tie Same Traffte. 'angles-
,

-

a el ornpare- naw?'

does this ;',tell_us about the sizes of
,2,-

other position ,cpuld be&copy EF
_ t

compare -its-size with the size :of ABC. Could

-r

,=

tharrt aft
-Could we use, a ray different from

side?

ert ex

ET/ as one
-

Could' the comparison be the same?

-Could°we -copy, LABC) instead of EF?

'If Aso, -What paint- should-be the' vertex?--

What ray should be a side?

Exercise-Set -12- " 0.1

-Copy and EF by 'tracing -them on thin
al - -.. e a

Use your compass and straightedge to construct ai

angle ,congruent to EF so yo1.1, can compare the

sizes of' the angles.



e o

Co are::the.size

a.When.- yau..ei ni eratandiwhat,,is meant, by.1"The of

is_I large r_ than the size of and what is meant' by

yon. can -Often-tell by looking at two angles which has the large

size. You_can also tell whether they may be congruent.,



e-S

each pair rt:lefdi.'

-ace

and atr a, ht edge-: to

-

nitruct ,congruent angles.



a angles of Uqatiglet

:compare jthesizee

.to

' rz

214
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T ,4TIONAitiD,41i1SION
7,"

- find :the praduCt, of,tizo_
, -

oolCat,these-;niultiplicetion-exanplea.

7-_and,39

= 437

m e

--3--

900

3.2c;oaj_

17©l -3

805

->(-4 -6--

_,40?56

322000

36708040000

2000

76000

et cacti ° of' the partial products in= the ,



= -

0 u e_the' following.
I

12 6.58 x' 7(2
-

x 6:2X,

807'4+546

3o 5o4 15! .71 --x-358 k.

6 x ,780 16. x 75O

17., 720 x 856 v,

498 .; -384 x 507

.

408 x 9:- 19. 834 x 720-



en e

a

o. help solve the ,following

e _ senterice-;

ia.Aditorium.
4 4

e e.- a e eats i=in'each row HOW many -people,

n he ,a-i4ditarium?

inept a record of how =eh _gasoline his

_:thetr_vagation _last sturnrer .2 They used ___-167

gallons .L' if they can travel 18 miles on e oh%

how-Many miles__cud ..they__traVe

vacation?

A brick w11 'is 126 bricks lorig and 42 bricks-

high: How -many bricks are there in the. wall?

kis -are-used in -making _a, shoe, _'how_ many,

nails, are needed_ to _makes 23 pairs of these slioes?

Lt L

A helicopter,makes a round trip of 102 miles three
_

times daily to collect and deliver, mail in the san

Francisco.- Bay area. How many 'miles does it travel

,4----4.---44--iri...a-year?--(Notet-----use--a65 days .
/



3'795

-446340'

2231700

_2_9756000

:32471235

partial products are there in-this examii"e+-

le-2:---
8309

24927

498540

4154 000--

42068467

No, e-that,there_are-only-13 ypartial-product

example.- \Explain how each of thege partial products Was

Multip1y,,the numbers in the following example and

c _pare'the product with the- product in example 2.
. c

5063

Are- the products' the same? Whyg'.

Are-the parttal products the same? Why?
e

trf





= sentences -to' help dolve the ollowing
= ,

pr "'each-answer in `a- complete 'sentence:

fl
ver many trips to and from a large c

or ' drives--about' 315 = miles a- day Ab out

miles does_ he drive in , 28 ys?

orchard has 32 rows of grapefruit -trees

1,1 t rees -in- each -row .-74.4row -many., trees: -are ;ihere

iii _he orchard?
_

..-
_,, __ , -

_ 'A -lane travels 483 idles per hour on the average.
-- I

'
I

_ I

month it is flown 114 hours: If that is-an

average month, how many-44.1es is it flown_in a,year?
. ,

J

The Lincoln- family spent $224 for at 8-day trip.

,pRpnt the same amount each day, how much

should they plan to save for. next year's 2i day

trip? to

_ Therd'Aere- 103 passenkra On. a je going frdm
ti

New York to Toronto. Eaoii,,vesbengerNae allowed to

take 66 ',7 pounds of liaggage etiarge, "If each
,

passenger took the ft4la amount, hots Jiiiirly-13o4ilds of

free luggage were carried?'

r



0:::tollowincexamp

ne 0 o to ik the -way ,.w e' rector the partila '-produatO.

1
-5476:- 5476

-----.4-....-,w-,,,,--_,--, 1-,__-_-,,_,.._, ti --IY.------'-----=.---n-.t 7 -
'

X 520
.

4808_1 43808
. ,_ , = - .

109520 c ,10952

..,2738_000 27380
.4,_.,6-.

`16428000'
..r --v

16428 ,

d

9319328 -' '1§*

sue

479
i

c 439

--x 6o5 . g :4'7 . ,_. x.695

2195 .

i

t- "

t_ t.

95

4; p265595 *5951
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-ck;CFRESS1246 NUMBERS TO THE NEAREST MULTIPLE OF TEN

.We have used a number line to help us see that:

53 is nearer to 5o than .6o.

58 is nearer to 6o than 50.
/

we have discovered a way to find the nearest multiple

15t 10 to a number without using a number line.

,_ ,_ilumbers?

;he nearest multiple of 10 to each of these(

92 61 -5EC3. 134_

_ 9 34

223

285 288

567 476

rir

684 .31S1 4-

139 675



CiNUMEERS TO T NEAREST MULTIPLE OP ONE HuNDRED

130 . 140 150 160' 170 180 11O 200

We have used a number line tohelP us see that:
.

142..is nearer tO

167 Is nearer to 200 than 100.

100 than 200.

-We haye discovered a way to. find the nearest rault1ple

a number without using a number line.

nt is the nearest multiple of 100
e

numberb?

145

155

186

253 450

203 230

850

290

346

,304

7 7,1

to each o these.
,

666

623

650

857

572 749-

224

3
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Exploration

,ohapiter, .we- learned about,a shorter form for dividin
, -

"boxes t)elow Show several formS for dividing 6` by 6.

Longa

30

100

When 836 is divided b-

1amainde

mathe

A Shorter Font

3:39

600

236

180

56

_11

2

what is the quotient? 11Th

ical sentence that tells us that when we

We rnay.. say

quotient,

us the

the quotient is 139 and the remainder

100 and 30 and 9 are parts of the

Using place valve, explain how the ,thorter form' tells

225



Insthis pterwe are going to learn about dividing

by larger numbers., tie also will learn things:that can

help us become more sUil when we divide.

--70an-you_find a shOrt-way to divide 928 by 6 ao

.., that you need, to write only the quotient and,remaindar?,-,

If you cannot discover this short, way or dividi

this chapter will help you with it latet,.

'g26



'Exercise Set _4

For each of the following, divide the first Timber.

by: the -Second. write a mathematical sentence to describe

the result.

579 by 8

4701 by 8

1728 by:

2505 by 5

758 by

1690 by 5

5670 by 6

10. 3549

5535 by .NT,,

8572, by 8



S-GREATER THAN 10 AND LESS THAN 100

Ekploration

Let us divide 859 by 6. First, we will use one of the

long forms. ,After we do this, maybe you can see how we can use

Shorter form.

Will -the :etient be at least 10?

Will the quotient be as great as 100?

What does this information tell us?

We-can use multiple-

-- quotient.

What are the multiples vf 10 that are less than 100?

We try to find the largest multiple of 10 that will be

part of the quotient.

10 to help us find part of,the

What is 10 x 23?

What is 20 x 23?

What is 30 X 23?

What is 40 x 23?

Have we found the, largest multiple of 10 that will be

part Of the quotient? What is it?

How do we know that 30 is the largest multiple of

that will be part of the quotient?

Now explain the work shown in the boxep near the top of

the page.



o-'-e_mill.find.the remaining part of the quotient.

:;;-

ow, do we knoW that ttle,i4Otaining p_

will.be less than 10?:

the quotient

me-trycto find the lartiest number so that that number

times -27 will no greater than 169. What is it?
.

How did you,find that 7 the largest n tor to use?

Nqw explain how the work in the boxes below was completed.

WO divided 859 by 23.

What is the quotient?

What is the _e _Ander?

rite a mathematical sentence that

Show ho o check your work.

229



,Now,ietAIsdiVide 1724 -by. 67. vo forms. for doing

shoWn in'the boxes below.:

±72k

1340

, ,3811

Answer these questions about the division.,

do we know that the quotient

. but 16ea _ ban 100?

be greater hat .10

Multiples of lo help us find the first part of the

quotient,- How .can we find the largest multiple of 10 to use.

.

as part of -thd quotient? What is it?

How do we know that the remaining part of the ..quotient

will be less than 10?

e find the remaining part of the quotient?: smut

entente that tells us these things.

230



the first number by the second number

a1 sentence, to describe the result.

6a4 b 82

1

2641 ,bY 39 8. 184 by 27

9. 6434 by 75

10. 5103

J



,p

Use Me

blems. Express each answer in a complete sentence'.

814entenoes to. help solve the follow

11. 1# coati $12 to take 32 fifthrgtaders

the state capitol. HOw much dOes each pupil hay

par?

A-box,holds- 24 book8. How

ore had a sale on one model of a bicycle. 68.

s of this model were sold for a total amount

$2,856. What was the sale price or a bicycle?

aril has 630 stamps that she wants to put into

envelopes. If she puts 45 stamps in each envelope,

how may envelopes will she need?

An automobile is moving at a speed of 28 feet

per second. How many seconds will -t -,eke it to

move 980 feet?

232



INplordlelbh

think about dividing '036 b 6.

have learned how to shorten A*4r Mor from either

wq forms 'at the left-to.the at "the right.

9

30

600

236

180
56

2

100

236

180

56

139

therm ieal sentence tells us these things/

,EXPfain how we used place value to shorten the writing

of the quotient numeral in the form at the nigh

233



Joe can short our- work,even

139

6ao 6

235 236

56

54'

2

We have used place value to help us shorten the writing

the cmdtient numeral. In,the.rorm the-rightwe,also
4-

use' p1aces:va1 to help us ah4rten,76
.pasts of our

work.

How did we use place value to shorten the writing'

600?

_How, op.d we Use plane value to shorten the writing

180?

Why is 54 written the may in beih forms,

%11

234



Can we -shorten 'our-Work even more than already?

Look at the' ormsj-belowo

18

58-

In Form B explain how you could use each of these

pers ",i with place value, to work the example.

divicW1g:the hundreds, think:

The.quotient is the remaindep is

'Idhen'dividing the tens, think:
_-

6. The --cp.xteht is. 3.5 the rmander

When dividing the Ones 'think:

5 tit is 9; the remainde

Could you use these Same "help

What does " r '2 " Mean'in'Form c?

If a good memory, yo,i donit even vex- to write-

_

,the (2) and the t5) in Form C. If4ou can ember them,

Explal

all you need to write the quotient and the remainder:

139

235



us atady together Ere forms of dividing for the

'Oaanple, 67:0C...4. 7

7 1670_

14

27

°21

60

56

4

2 3 8.

AAV

ain how you could use each or these l'helperS.",

g- With _place value, ,.1n p,

When dIviding the hundreds, thi
0

16 + 7. The quotient is

when 11.1 V ±din e the' en , think:

he remainder i8

the remainder is 6.

nt 16 8; the remainder 1_8. 4.



_ ,

eht, and' remainder. using ahortest

. 92O

J-05

12. 9b20



ixplatatio

a:Ws- "can eh= en our- work when
,

,4

-- 28 .:67 282

469

000 -66 al,-

469

, 6
69

60

240,

--69

9
6

AF

Here are some of the Ways we can shorten our ,work when

We divide 9382 by 70.

A.



-eilainder when: 849:

entence that tells this-7\

0

'nt-and-remainder-when--93822±--Th:-diitider

a a mathematical sentence that tells this.

inn Rdividit 46

f these`las "helpers

how could you use eachrou

_When dividing 9382 by 70, how could you use each
,- - .

Sae as "helper s "7

9

Which form do you understand best for wo,rking each

ample?-

If you can use s. shorter forth than the ones gixen on

the preceding page, use the chal-kboard to show. and explain
,

to'other- upiis in- the class..

239
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100 7

a a a
-1.-

pers,,, to -.. ind,parts,of_ the:quotien-

e e d o_-:-uhelper,'!''when working with diViao
*---,,_ . _ ,- -

e e 1- or us-totry:- 97

r. quotient _must be between 10 and

nearer -.2p-;.:or to 30?

is ,nearer to 20, let us use 9nee,1

10; 'Why?,,

LIthelpern to try to find the first part of

otient._,For__ "41'

-he.. 4 written above, the 7=ter1"us' that

the ,first part of the quotient is 40? Why?

--theremaining'part-of-the-qUotient--be-as---
great, as 10? 'Explain.

f---trow--let-us-use,-- 5 as _-a'

remaining part he quotient. For 5 4-2, we,
- I

23'

hirilc--"2"-.--Why-is-- the- 2 written- above .the -5?

What is the quotient when we divide 975 by 23? 55
:46

ia the remainder? Is the remainder less

than the divisor?

23
4

920

55

Check
'2

42 x 23) +,9i?

the right will tau Us . 92 -
6

9



lot us use _19+ 7

7, _think H21.

en above the 3 tell us that

tie_-quoti.ept -1.S. 20? Why?

ng:_part__o F h t .tier0 `be!,:as,2,

the .remaining part of the quotient.

Why _is _the 8, .written where it is?

3.That is the quotient when we divide 1939

by 68. What is the' remainder?

68
1360-

579
5114

35

.the ,remainder less than the divisor?

itt

Write the mathematical sentence that goes with, this

Show the check for the work.

7
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en 1 etween

,tot- :46?-2
,-.--a

bUld7',i.ise r-each-of
----"-.

rid:r_parts of the qUotient.

- -(
The-first-4)art. of, thet-qUotiati is 200.

rata -could- not-be as -.much

00

e'-hecOnd part of the quotient- is, 7o. How

6 we hat it could not be as much as 80?

-whyi;ed the, quptien,p.,.n
- -"'

ere it..

rat _is ,placed--=

--quotient?

at is the remainder?

is the remainder less than bhe divisor?

Write the mathematical sentence for this example .

show the check for sr ur work.



e t

t part ofethe

heLse0ond-part-of:,

the-gUotient-ip-notaeiire

why. each diat-To-ffe-qtio-flefit'nUMeral-

.1,1here it iS.

h quotient?

the,remainder-less than thefdiv sor?

pile;ttiemktical sentence for this ex _ple;
d

5-

2'5 5



eaeh example:

Write the mathematical sentence.

Show a check for the, work.

46
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4ts
' r- -

_ f N117, ,
f.:=W;72 fa a .e 4,1 W1a 111a."57'

.*1.-Cr .*7*=*.-*L.ItLa--A.41-7"

braise-Set-2- - _
r

F. ,,L=1* el "'F L* a.,a

4

'e-ItheGshortest, -hat you oam.:,,;-!

1
,

:11732
L L

****,*******.***o*;".L'''L''' '
- L

. 9. 75 34'449-,
_

at= `L'****.r.kat*, /

10;-

*

11

4'

7 3-3954

222

r- a

74, 002

.7-

4.ArAar' ,raaA-1-A4AA7.;

S

_

247

13 27,

I.
X

7 ,



dai:-.13entenceSL P.-solve,- the folldwing

-_-eac cover a-complete .sentenCe".

9,792- acres of ; He es im tes
er.

of-'land Vo -provide grass' for:5fie,-

number:- of ows---he- can . have - on-

acre.

of -seats on__,one._ olde_of_a football

.-field. There are seats for 6,572 people. It each 2.
7-row-has the -same number-of-i8ats, how many- seats -are-in

T---Machine 'Made 9i503 1;e-he-USIli' 4'

manyany pencils Aid it make in 1 minute?

19., -A book coward/. can Pack 58 books in each box. How

many boxeS 'be needed to Pack 39;018- books?

41111111k

20. There were's, 50;902_ visitors to a park in_ 62 days.

the same number of people visited the park each, day,
how many people' visited the park each day? h

248



e e,.when v dAn,13:411: p t alway

rr.P043,aitqa:Phe VOtientO

i1 seehia;in an-exampleiubh,a

-pal4t,o _he q otien

!helper -4 d

hey `quotient

Oqtrea

- ,

]Wfilain he work thebox



c ma irigz-iia he
z,

o '''. n '=+-2'- as help,

e know that

A

too great?

the remaining part Of the quotie
es1--the"-vioric- in-'the this?

v4eled 905 by 24
the quotien't?'
f6he remainder?

1..the4ixemainder4.3.,ass_than ,,the divisor?



10- try tq find .the fira part of the quotient,

we :19+-4 as a "helper," and think

114,7-1,99k'carefu1ly at he work in the box;4
T

How 'can -we know that 40 is not the egatest

multiple of
_
10 we can use as the first

.part or the quotient?

up,n use 50 as the first part of the

quOtient. Is this the greatest multiple,

of 10 we can ube? -lain.

try to rind' the remainint

quotient, we can use II 4 as a "nelper"

and thirgc "2."

How can we tell that

.greatest number to ur.m .1

part of the quotieno

Jl

Let us-use 3 as . A1 4n i

`the quotient. Is this thc

number we can use? Explaiu.

. Vie:divided 1915 by 56.

What is the quotient?

'What is the remainder?

"Helpers do not aliwa..,

the quotient.

2

k

1440

1800

115

52
6y115

.1800

).15

72

r.L.AAk,

part of

53

37915

1800

115

108

7'





Use mathematical sentences to help Solve the following

eas' each answer in a complete sentence

,17. A machine proauces 348 spoons an hour. How many
. s

..

yen will it prosiuce in 8 hours of continuous

;Operationy.

perSons.

oritun its be used for a meeting of 998

If" each raw seats 21 persons, how many

Robert reads approduma t.

many, minutes w1,11 i it he i In

words?

dt

as a minute How

recd a story of 1056

A+ grapefruit- orchard ti'afi 1364 trees in
ny. trees are there in each row?

25

-414

rows. How



0 place value to shorten our work h div Sion

examples .when divisors are between 10 and 100.

or dividing 1.7839,. by

Dot (

Explain how Fol.-1h r)

Explain how Form G

C.

1,

10 01,,.,1

270

45)

A

4- 16?

Form A.

Form B.

/ 4

}96

-2710(3

a35

405

286'

270



vide% use the shortest form you can.

77 P 9. 58 )37557

255

41,

19.,575573



51

cal sentences to help solve the ,following
each answer in a complete sentence.

6 committee has 685 tickets' for the school Play';,

They put 15 ticket's in each package. . How M.any.

packages, of tickets did they have? Were there, WV'

left oer? If so, how many?

Mr._Jones sold 32 television sets fo

these were all of the same model, what

ofjone set?

Agin =wants= =to make-

411, 01

p ice.-

curtains.- -Sne,nd ec ts-.,42,y nc4sa_

of material for ea014 cuvLain. How many yards of

material does aLe need?

19. The Boy Scouts weL i.avi.,g a party. Their mqt.0

baked 174 eupoakes the party. If each of the 67

boys had the same inkin,uer of cupcakes, .how many wpul,,,

each boy eat?

20. Jean packed 268 ,;Aal,e,,Q bOxes. If each' box

holds 36 orangeJ, lAvw 11,.14 boAes did she ,fill?
k


